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PRLPACE

In Birmingham, Alabama, Arthur George Gaston is a
legend.

Despite the fact tnat he is a black man in a white

man's world, he has achieved phenomenal success and great
wealth.

His beginnings were humble; his education, paltry;

his outlook» bleak.

He, however^

succeeded.

Because he

did succeed, he became a symbol of the reality of the
"American Dream" in an era in which the dream seems destined
to die.

2
only swing in the neighborhood, Gaston enjoyed the benefits
of a monopoly and this first venture was an instant success.
After his initial success in business,
that he would pursue a career in this field.

Gaston decided
His years in

school at Tuggle Institute in Birmingham and his five-year
stint in the army were spent with this eventuality in mind.
In the army, Gaston traveled for the first time - to the
Philippines, to the Mexican border,
to the French front.3

and during World War I

By the time the United States entered

the war, Gaston had attained the rank of sergeant in the
317th Ammunition Train, an all Negro supply unit of the 92nd
Rainbow Division.^

For his "valor beyond the call of duty"

on the French front, he was decorated.5

When he was mustered

out of the Army in 1919 after serving five years of his seven
year enlistment, Gaston, like so many returning veterans,
found his service record did not help him find employment.
A discouraging period followed his discharge.

Despite

his obvious willingness to work, Gaston could find only
"poorly paid odd Jobs."6

Finally he was hired by the Tenn¬

essee Coal and Iron Company in Westfleld, Alabama as a

^"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, VI, No.
(February, 1967), p. 31-

2

^William C. Nelson, private interview, Birmingham,
Alabama, August 9, 1972.
^Gaston, Green Power, p.
^Ibid., p.

46.

3^.

3
laborer.

The company paid the stupendous salary of $3.10 a

day plus lodging.7

For 1919, the year he was hired, this

was an excellent salary.

While employed as a laborer, Gaston

saw and seized several opportunities fox1 an enterprising
individual to make extra money.

These included selling box

lunches to his fellow employees, operating a peanut and pop¬
corn stand, and lending money.®

Since Gaston had adopted

a policy of saving as mucn of his salary as possible, he had
money when most of the men of his acquaintance had exhausted
their pay-checks.

Therefore, he began to loan money to these

men at $.25 on the dollar.9

This profitable venture led

Gaston to relate that "it wasn't long before I was drawing
more from interest on the loans than from the rest of our
combined incomes."10
During this same period, Gaston also began an insurance
company which became the foundation of his widely based
financial structure.

The insurance company was begun pri-

7"Personality," Birmingham I4agazlne, p. 31.
See
also Harper, "A. G. Gaston,
p. 52; Gaston, Green Power,
p. 47.
^Gaston, Green Power, pp.

50 and 53.

^Harper, "A. G. Gaston," p. 53; "Personality,"
Birmingham Magazine, p. 31, Gaston, Green Power, p. 53.
lOQaston, Green Power, p.

53*

4
marily as a burial society.^

To join the society, the head

of a household paid a weekly sum of $.25 plus an additional
i p
$.10 for each member of his family.x

When a member of the

family died, a decent burial was assured.
When he could find no one willing to help him start the
society, Gaston decided to work alone.

Disaster struck

almost immediately when a member succumbed after paying only
$.35 in premiums.13

Two men were responsible for helping

Gaston save the society.1^
of the deceased.

One was S. H. Ravisee, the pastor

During this period in Alabama, it was

customary for churches to collect money during funerals to
help pay for the burial arrangements.

After explaining the

11
-^Societies were a communal organisation popular with
Negroes throughout the South.
The author remembers "societies"
scattered through the rural Georgia community in which she
grew up.
These societies were not only the center of reli¬
gious life of the predominately poor rural Negroes, but served
as the social center.
They also filled a financial need since
they offered burial security and community support in time of
personal disaster.
•^Gaston, Green Power, p.
13

Ibid., p.

lij

55.

54•

Gaston, Green Power, pp. 55-59There were rumors of
other sources of aid.
One stated:
"Unfortunately for Dr.
Gaston, the first death of a member of the burial association
occured before he had accumulated sums sufficient to pay for
the funeral and burial.
He went to his dear friend Mr. Percy
Benton, a white lawyer in Fairfield, Alabama, and borrowed
$200.00 with which to pay the cost of the first burial..."
Donald L. Newsom, letter to author, February 5, 1973.

5
society and introducing Oaston to his congregation, Ravizee
said that he would not collect monies for burials.

Parish¬

ioners who were not willing to pay a small sum to assure a
decent burial could not expect Havizee to beg charity for
them.

James Payne, the Negro funeral director in Pairfield

also helped.

He agreed to handle the funeral arrangements

for only $75.00.15

After Gaston's society had survived the

burial of the first policy holder, it began to grow rapidly.
By 1923. the business was beginning to prosper.

In

that year, Gaston acquired both a wife and a business partner.

Shortly after his marriage to Creola Smith, his

childhood sweetheart, Gaston persuaded her father, E.

L.

"Dad" Smith, to come to Birmingham to help him with his burial
society.

When the company was formally organised as the

Booker T. Washington Burial Society, Smith became vice-pres¬
ident ; Gaston, president; Creola Smith Gaston, secretary.17
Smith's contribution to the company was mainly in the field
of public relations.1^

■^Gaston, Green Power, p.
Birmingham Magazine, p. 31.

56,

"Personality,"

G. Gaston, private interview, Birmingham, Alabama,
January 4, 1973*
See also "Personality," Birmingham
Magazine, p. 31.
This article gave Gaston'6 age at "the time
of his first marriage as "about twenty-five."
In 1923,
Gaston was thirty-one.
17Gaston, Green Power, p.

67.

•^Nelson, interview, August 9,

1972.

6
Before Smith entered the company, Gaeton was already
acquiring the reputation of being well-to-do.

Ail the

eligible young ladies who had previously avoided him because
they felt he did not spend his money freely enough on them
began to lavish their attentions upon him.19

When Smith

entered the company, the idea that Gaston was wealthy grew
into established fact.

"Dad" Smith wore a frock coat and

exuded an aura of wealth, dignity and respectability.20

The

psychological importance of the image projected by Smith was
not lost on Gaston.

He knew that this image of "dignity and

Influence would lend prestige to the business."21

The same

idea of Image reoccurred when Gaston stated that "when you
get a reputation of being rich, people will come up and give
you things."22

theory proved valid in this instance

because the insurance business continued to grow as the Negro
community "gave" Gaston and the stately "Dad" Smith its
patronage.
As with any enterprise, outside pressures and events
threatened the growth of the insurance company.

One such

incident centered around the Fairfield mortuary that had
buried Gaston*s first policy holder.

19aaston> Qreen Power, p.

62.

20

Nelson, interview, August 9,
Birmingham Magazine, p. 32.
2lGastoni Green Power, p.
22

The Negro funeral

1972,

"Personality,"

67.

A. G. Gaston, "How to Make a Million," Ebony, XVIII
(January, 1963), p. 115.

director, James Payne, had agreed to handle this first burial
for $75.00 and had promised to direct all subsequent arrange¬
ments for the same fee.

This bargin benefited both parties.

Since the price was lower than prices charged by other
mortuaries, the society had used the Payne mortuary exclu¬
sively.

The increased volume of business compensated Payne

for the lower rate.
Complications soon arose to disrupt this profitable
arrangement.

Payne did not actually own the mortuary;

managed it for a white owner.

he

Gaston learned that Payne was

to be dismissed as manager because of drunkenness.

He had

also been arrested for transporting illegal whiskey in the
mortuary's hearse.23

Gaston felt that a new manager might

not continue to give the society a lower rate.

With a

probable $25.00 increase in the cost of each funeral in the
offing, Gaston and Smith moved rapidly.

A verbal contract

was made with the white owner to purchase the mortuary for
$15,000.00.2^

"Mr. Bell the owner and a fine white gentle¬

man" allowed Smith and Gaston to make a down payment of
$500,00 and to make monthly installments of $150.00.25
The burial company was enlarging its territory and was

23Ga6ton, Green Power, p. 68.
^Ibld.
^Gaston, Green Power, p. 68.

8
..."making progress although not much money"...26 when Bell
died.

Bell's son and heir, George Bell, may not have been

"a fine white gentleman," but he could recognize a profit¬
able enterprise when he saw one.

He liked what he saw so

much that he attempted to claim ownership not only of the
mortuary, but also of the burial society.27

Qeorge Bell was

so persistent that Smith and Gaston were forced to dissolve
the original society and form a new company in order to
invalidate his claim.28

gy the time this impasse was resolv¬

ed, new difficulties had arisen.
The formative years of the insurance company were spent
in Pairfield, Alabama, a community on the outskirts of
Birmingham.

Because of difficulties arising out of a mayoral

election, however, Gaston was forced to move from Pairfield.29
The problems began when Smith, a power in the Pairfield Negro
community, did not support the incumbent candidate for mayor.
When the incumbent lost the election by three votes, he was
sure that Smith had caused his defeat by swinging all the
black votes to his opponent.

At the next election, Smith's

candidate lost, and the winners began a campaign of harass¬
ment.

Seeing no way to evade or to stop the mayor's

26

Ibid.

27

Ibid.

28

Ibld., p.

70.

^^"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p.
Green Power, pp. 73-7^.
30Gaston, Green Power, p.

73.

32,

Gaston,

9
harassment, Gaston decided to move to a "...majestic

(if

dilapidated) colonial residence..." that faced Kelly Ingram
Park in Birmingham.31
Before the renovation of the old home could be completed,
Smith died.

At the time of Smith's death in 1935, the insur¬

ance company had grown so large that it had been necessary
to obtain a license to operate from the state of Alabama.-5
Expansion had steadily continued throughout the early thirties
despite the fact that many businesses were dissolving and the
country was in the throes of the greatest depression of its
history.

When Gaston's wife, Creola, succumbed only six

months after her father's death, a family crisis threatened
to destroy the growing company.

The crisis developed slowly

and did not explode into open conflict until 19^3.
protagonists in the struggle were Gaston,
"Mom's" niece.

^Ibid., p.

The

"Mora" Smith, and

"Mom" Smith was the widow of E. L.

"Dad"

74.

32The actual date of Smith's death was difficult for
the author to ascertain.
Green Power gave no date, but
placed the deaths of Smith and his daughter, Gaston's
first wife, within six months of each other; Albert C.
Boutwell, Interviewed in Birmingham on August 8, 1972,
placed the death in 1935; the Nelson interview coroborated Boutwell's date; in an interview with Gaston in
Birmingham, January 4, 1973, Gaston said he did not recall
the date; "Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p. 32 gave
the date as late 19t}0's; Gaston, "How to Make a Million,"
p. 115 gave the date of the death of Gaston's first wife
as 1938 in a picture caption.
The data of 1935 was used
by the author because two different sources gave that
date.

1G
Smith and the mother of Gaston's first wife, Creola.
Creola died shortly after her father,

When

"Mora" decided that the

Oaston money should stay in the family.

Consequently, she

promptly picked her niece to be her daughter's successor
and Gaston's second wife.33

The machinations and intentions

of "Mora" and her niece were apparent and distasteful to
Oaston.3^
Since Gaston had definitely decided that he would not
marry "Mom's" niece, he began to look elsewhere for a wife.
His eyes and affections were soon engaged by Minnie L. Gardner
a vivacious young friend of his first wife.35

Gaston had

ample time to observe her and further their acquaintance
since she became one of his employees in 1938.
that

Gaston found

"...Minnie's unassuming charm was a refreshing contrast

to the flirtatious willfulness of 'Mom'

Smith's protegee."36

In 19^3> Minnie Gardner and Gaston were Married.37
marriage enraged both "Mom" and her niece.
"Mon" attempted to destroy the business.

The

In retaliation,
Using as a lever

the forty-nine per cent of the company's stock that she had
inherited from her husband,

"Mom" demanded an accounting of

33Gaaton, Green Power, pp. 77-78.
3<,Ibid., p.

77.

35ibid., p.

78.

3^Gaston, Green Power, p.

78.

3^Gaston, Interview, January
1973; Minnie L. Gaston,
private interview, Bimingham, Alabama, January H, 1973.
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the business, thereby forcing It Into receivership,3®
thwart this attempt, Qaston's friend and lawyer, G.
Benton, persuaded "Mom" to settle out of court.39

To

Percy
Ga&ton

was forced to borrow the enormous sum of $50,000.00 to
purchase "Mom's" stock and to rid himself of her unsettling
presence
After Qaston became the sole owner of Smith-Gaston
Enterprises in the mid-forties, expansion and growth con¬
tinued uninterrupted throughout the next two and one-half
decades.

The Insurance company became the basis for an ever

widening financial empire.

New vistas and opportunities

seemed to materialize almost daily as Gaston "found a need"
and proceeded to fill lt.^

In filling the need, he always

managed to profit financially.

By 1972, Gaston's personal

fortune was rumored to be at least two million and as high

^Gaston, Oreen Power, pp. 77-78.
39

Ibid., p.

78.

i,0

The exact purchase price varied with different sources.

In

Green_ Power, p. 78, Gaston claimed he "...deeded her my
house" and gave her practically everything I had in exchange
for the 49* stock..."
He gave no definite figure in his
autobiography, but on January 4, 1973, in the author's inter¬
view with him he gave $50,000.00 as the figure.
The article
about Qaoton, "Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p. 32, gave
$50,000.00 as the figure.
Nelson in his interview said rumors
set the price at $10,000.00.
Nelson, interview, August 9, 1972.
^Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973The phrase also
appeared in varied forms in articles on Gaston.
See "Person¬
ality," Birmingham Magazine, p. 30, Gaston, "How to Make a
Million,
p. TjL57 "Harper,
. G. Gaston," p. 53; Gaston,
Green Power, p. 167.

12
as five ralllion dollars.^2

Gaston admitted his annual incoroe

was in the seventy per cent bracket of $200,000.00 and over
for income tax purposes.^3

in that Bame year. Gaston Interests,

a corporate conglomerate, included seven different companies
with a total capital of almost five million dollars and total
assets exceeding twenty million dollars.^

^Eajory 0. Jackson, private interview, Birmingham,
Alabama, August 10, 1972.
^Qaston, interview, January *1,
Power, p. li1*.
44

1972; Gaston, Green

Mattie M. Friersonj "Financial statement of Gaston
Interests."
January, 1973.

CHAPTER II

FIND A NEED AND PILL IT

Whenever anyone aska Gaston how he made his money, his
answer is always the same.

He claimed in one article that:

There's no trick to making money.
There's nothing complicated about it.
There's nothing mysterious about it.
It's easy.
It's a rule - just like a rule of nature.
You do certain things and you get certain
results.
You go to the corner and you walk
across on the green light and you get across
safely.
You touch all the bases and you score
a run.
It's simple.

Anybody can do it.^

Anyone who followed the rules,
success and subsequent wealth.

said Gaston, would attain
All one had to do, he

maintained, was "find a need and fill it."2

An ambitious

young man should observe those around him.

^■Gaston,

"How to Make a Million," p.

110.

^Gaston has made these words his motto.
They appear
frequently in his speeches. In his autobiography and in
articles concerning him.
To Gaston, these words are a
business philosophy.
By quoting Gaston In this Instance,
the author does not mean to imply that Gaston was motivated
by humanitarian or philantrophic ideals in founding any of
his businesses.
The profit motive was always his main
motivator.
Gaston, "How to Make a Million," p. 110;
"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p. 31> Harper, "A. G.
Gaston," p. b2.
13

in
How do they live?
What makes them tick?
What
do they want?
What do they need?
What service
can a business man offer them that will make
their lives more livable?3
Once the answers to these questions were ascertained, the
rest was easy,

according to Gaston.

All of Gaston's successful businesses were founded on
the above principle - to fill a genuine need in the community,
Gaston said the only business venture he began for the sole
purpose of making money and without regard for the needs of
the community was a dismal failure.1'

Gaston had studied

various types of business and had been amazed at the prospects
for profits that the bottling of soft drinks seemed to offer.5
Costs and overhead were small when compared to most other
enterprises;

therefore, profits would be enormous.

Since

Qaston's previous successes in business had gained him the
reputation of having a "golden touch", it was not difficult
to convince a few friends that here lay the avenue to almost
instant wealth.

In 1938, the Brown Belle Bottling Company

was organized.^
At first the company appeared as successful as the

^Gaston,

"How to Make a Million," p.

112.

^Donald L. Newsom, letter to author, February 5,
1973; Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973.
^Gaston, Green Power, p.
^Gaston,

83.

"How to Make a Million," p.

113.

backers had hoped it would be.

Ideally, It should have

yielded large profits, but neither Gaston nor any of his
associates in the business knew anything about running a
bottling business or about the pitfalls involved.^

In

outlining the business, no one had considered "...what a
conveniently marketable product sugar was."®

Gaston and

his associates found that "...the bulk of our sugar was
going into the cupboards - or stills - of our employees
and their friends."9

The theft of the sugar and other

misfortunes eventually forced the liquidation of the com¬
pany. 1°

When all accounts were in the company had lost its

backers $60,000.00."^

Gaston claimed he assumed the entire

loss rather than see his friends lose money because of an
enterprise he had begun.^

Gaston never again began a

business without first ascertaining if there was a definite
need for it or, in other words, if there was a possibility
of making a profit.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

83.

8

Ibid.

9lbid.
■^Other misfortunes included a suit because of the
use of the name "Brown Belle" and a robbery in which the
company safe was stolen.
The exact date the company was
declared bankrupt is not available.
11

Harper,

"A. G. Gaston," p.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

8*1.

53-
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The need for Gaston's first business venture was apparent.
Negroes had trouble getting insurance because they were poor
risks.^3

Since Negroes did not have insurance, burial expenses

weighted heavily on the families of the deceased.

This was

expecially so since a proper burial was of "...Immense impor¬
tance" to the Negroes.^

Families usually depended on charity

to help bear the burden of the funeral expenses.

The churches

in Alabama had attempted to help alleviate the expense by
including a collection as a traditional part of the funeral
service.^5

a collection plate was placed on a stand at the

head of the coffin.

Each individual viewing the body was

expected to place a small donation in the plate.

Many families

claimed that the funerals coat more than had been collected
at the church and began to solicit funds outside the church.

13aa8ton3 Green Power, p. 52.
Negroes were poor
insurance risks since their life expectancy was lower than
the life expectancy of whites.
Actuarial tables based on
the life expectancy of Negroes forced both white and black
insurance companies to charge Negroes higher rates.
Conse¬
quently, many Negroes, especially those in the poorer
income brackets, found insurance premiums more than they
could afford.
Arnold Rose, The Negro in America:
The
Condensed Version of Qunnar Myrdal's An American Dilemma,
(New York:
Harper and ftow, 196*0, p. 110; IT. "Franklin
Frazler, "Human; All Too Human; How some Negroes have devel¬
oped vested interest in the system of racial segregation,"
Graphic Survey, XXXVI, (January, 19^7), pp. 7*1-75.
•^Gaston, Green Power, p. 53For a more in .depth
discussion of the~Tdeas of Negroes on death see Gunnar
Myrdal, An American Dilemma, 2 Volumes (New York:
McGrawHill Book Co., 1961), H, 935-942.
^G&ston, Green Power, p. 58.

Out of the practice of soliciting funds arose a whole
subculture of list-carrying missionaries.^^

Many of the

names on the lists were of people who were alive;

others

were non-existent; others had been dead so long that one no
longer needed to worry about burying them.
some to the racketeering he observed.

Gaston described

One woman lost- a hus¬

band "...every pay day or so, leaving her with several
children.

Abuses of this type were widespread as the

missionaries converged on the towns on pay day.
Although Gaston was not the only one to see the fraud,
he seemed to be the only one in his area shrewd enough to
develop a workable and profitable solution to the problem.
The plan he devised was based on the fraternal organization
formula.

An individual joining the group paid a small weekly

fee to insure himself a proper burial.

Gaston felt blacks

who were willing to pay for another's funeral should be
equally willing to pay for his own if given the chance.1®
All he needed to try out his idea was a few members, and a
small amount of capital.

Gaston decided to gamble that

membership fees would soon accumulate enough to cover the
costs of the first funeral.

^Gaston, Green Powert pp. 51-52.
17

Ibld., p.

52.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

5^.
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Although Gaston claimed he started the society with
"...no intention of making money out of it,"^

this society

became the foundation of his financial structure, the Booker
T. Washington Insurance Company.

The story of Gaston's

early years revolved around the steady but gradual growth
of the Insurance company.

Prom its formal organization In

1923 as the Booker T. Washington Burial Society with $1,000.00
on deposit with the state of Alabama, it grew to an association
with $5}000.00 on deposit and, later, to an Insurance company
with $10,000.00 deposited with the state.^

By 1952, the

company had become an old line legal reserve firm with
$100,000.00 deposited with the state.^

By 1972, the insur¬

ance company was the largest company in Gaston Interests.
It had "...nearly one hundred million dollars worth of insurance in force."

The 282 employees drew salaries of

■^Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973•
Ibid,
The Incorporation date was corroborated by
the article "Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p. 52.
According to Gaston's autobiography, the burial society
existed several years before 1923, as a "breast pocket"
organization.
The individual did not actually have a
contract with the society, but had his name added to a
membership list.
Gaston or one of his employees collected
the fees door-to-door.
In Gaston, "How to Make a Million,"
p. 112, Gaston gave the sum on deposit with the state in
1923 as $5,000.00, a direct contradiction of the $1,000.00
figure he gave the author in her interview with him.
21

Birmingham World, January 15, 1952.

^Mattie M. Frlerson, "Dr. A. G. Gaston, Sr.:
Biographical Sketch."
January, 1973-

19
$1>657,176.56.

Assets exceeded $11,4,2*17 .01 and its

capital totaled $2,161,159.18.^
Gaston had also begun to branch out Into the fire
insurance area in 1972.

He had become the chairman of the

executive committee of the South Eastern Fidelity Fire
Insurance Company in April of 1965.*^

By 1972, reorganiza¬

tion of the company was taking place and the new Booker T.
Washington Fire Insurance Company was emerging.

Total

capital was $251,140.00 and assets were $645,326.38.25
The Booker T. Washington Insurance Company was managed
on the same basis as other insurance companies.^6

of the

huge suras of money collected in premiums only a small portion
was retained as liquid assets to be available to settle claims.
The remander was invested in profitable but long term invest¬
ments.

The major investment avenues followed by most Insur¬

ance companies and by the Booker T. Washington Insurance
Company included large but carefully regulated purchases of
bonds, mortgages, real estate and stocks.
served a dual purpose.

^3prierson,

These investments

They lessened the total taxable

"Financial Statement," January, 1973.

^Birmingham World, April 3j 1965.
^5priepSon,

"Financial Statement," January,

1973.

A concise discussion of the behavior of insurance
companies can be found in Sandford D. Gordon and Jess Witohel,
An Introduction to the American Economyj
Analysis and Policv
rSoitSHl
D7~cT HeathT TWfTTT/TFT.

20
income of the company while they provided lucrative longterm dividends.

This investment policy also served to

enrich the community by making large sums of money available.
By 1952, the company had $200,000.00 invested in home
mortgages.^

One of the first avenues of investment used

by Gaston's company was the purchase of real estate in the
form of a chain of mortuaries.
Mortuaries have always been one of the more important
and necessary of the Negro owned and operated businesses.28
Since white funeral homes did not offer services to black
clients, it was necessary to operate Negro funeral homes in
each Negro community.

Although the initial ventures were

sometimes financed by white capital, the mortuaries were in
many cases owned by black businessmen .^9

Mortuaries were

profitable to operate; therefore, these businessmen became
economic, social and political leaders in the communities

^Birmingham World, January 15, 1952.

York:

28John Hope Franklin, Prom Slavery to Freedom (New
Alfred A. Knopf, 19657', "pT ^86. ""

^The mortuary in Fairfleld was owned by a white man
but operated by a Negro before Gaston purchased it,
Qaston,
Qreen Power, p. 68.
Conversely, Qaston borrowed $50,000.00
to finance "the move to Birmingham from Rufus Lackey, the
owner and operator of Brown-Service, the largest white
mortuary in Birmingham.
Gaston, Green Power, p. 75.

21
In which they lived.30
Gaston began purchasing mortuai'ies after his burial
society had become moderately profitable.

Burial policies

issued by the original society and by the insurance company
paid for the funerals of policy holders at their death.

It

soon became apparent that it would be more profitable to own
the mortuaries that buried the company's clients.

Conse¬

quently, Gaston began to purchase funeral homes throughout
the state of Alabama.

If one were available,

funeral

arrangements for policy holders had to be made at an affil¬
iated mortuary.

At one time, Smith-Gaston Funeral Directors

owned a total of thirteen funeral homes in Alabama.
When Alabama forbade by law the issuance of a policy
which paid off in funerals only, it was necessary for the
Booker T. Washington Insurance Company to make case settle¬
ments to the family of a deceased policy holder.The
family could then have the arrangements made by the funeral
home of its choice.

Owning the chain of mortuaries was no

longer as profitable under the cash settlement system as it
had been under the older system.

Therefore, Gaston began

30a discussion showing how profitable the business was
and an indictment of the industry as a whole can be found
in Jessica Mitford, An American Way of Death (New York:
Simon and Schuster, r963T^
^"Personality}" Birmingham Magaaine, p.

32.

^"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p.

32.
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to dispose of all except three of the morturies.
The three remaining homes were situated in Birmingham
proper and in the neighboring black communities in Bessemer
and Falrfield.33

in 1972} the three Kiortuariee employed

thirty-one persona who drew salaries totaling $108,920.90.
Capital had reached $217,017.23 and assets of the combined
homes was $523,55^.60.^^
With the purchase of the mortuaries, Gaston established
a vertical conibination.
chain as a Illustration.

This can be defined by using
Each link represents one stage,

level, or aspect of the final production of a product or
service.

The more links a company controlls the less the

total cost of production, and, conversely, the more profit.
Qaston now controlled two levels or stages in his business.
The aspects were the issuance of the burial insurance policy
which paid in funerals only and the burial of a deceased
policy holder through an affiliated mortuary.

There remained

only one other factor that he could control in order to
lessen costs.

He gained control of this factor with the

purchase of the New Grace Hill Cemetery.
Perhaps the most controversial venture in which Gaston
became involved as far as the Negro community was concerned
was the purchase and renovation of the New Grace Hill Cemetery.

SSprierson,
311

Ibid.
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When lie purchased It and the Mason City Cemetery in 1951
for $10>000.00,

he discovered that much work would be

necessary if he were to bring the cemeteries up to a stand¬
ard equal to white cemeteries of the area.^

Although the

tracts had been In use for many years, the owners of the
cemeteries had made no attempt to maintain or improve them.
Gaston, consequently, put into operation an extensive plan
to renovate the tracts as he had promised he would do at
the time of purchase.36
The renovation of the tracts was planned on the basis
of the original surveys and of existing grave sites.

Using

rights-of-way given in the surveys, Gaston planned his face¬
lifting which included the cutting and paving of paths and
roads and landscaping projects.

His beautification projects

had barely begun when the wrath of the Negro community
decended upon him.
During the process of cutting and paving roads and path
some graves were disturbed.

Rumors and accusations were

rampant and the community evidently believed that Gaston had
proceeded with his plans without regard for existing grave
sites.37

As tension grew,

it became apparent that the dis¬

turbed graves had been unintentionally disturbed.

3^Birmingham World, April 6,

1951.

37Bell, interview, August 7,

1972,

It was

2iJ
discovered that the original surveys were faulty.38

The

faulty lines had resulted in the location of some graves on
what was actually rights-of-way.

The majority of the sites

were disturbed because they were improperly marked or
improperly placed.
Gaston discovered that in many Instances bodies were
Interred in the cemeteries without any of the formalities
such as the purchase of a lot, niarking, or even proper
notification of cemetery officials.

This was especially the

case during the depression years when few Negroes possessed
the money to purchase a grave site.

When someone died, his

friends and relatives dug his grave and buried him without
attempting to discover if the grave had been placed on a
right-of-way.

Some of these burials occured in the dead of

night.The lack of money also caused many families to
leave the graves of loved ones unmarked.^

Consequently,

graves existed with no markers and were not listed on any
of the cemetery records.
graves'

Without any indication of the

existence, neither Gaston nor his planners could take

the sites into consideration during the planning of the
renovation.

S^Nelson, interview, August 9, 1972.
39

Ibid.

^0Ibld.
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Even with these facts in his favor, Gaston found himself
in the middle of a rash of court cases.^

In one of the

resulting suits, a woman claimed that the grave of her husband
had been desecrated.

In court, however,

she was forced to

admit that the site had not been properly marked.

When pressed,

she stated that she had marked the grave, but the method of
marking was slightly unorthodox.

She had marked the grave by

placing an empty whiskey bottle at the head of the grave be¬
cause whiskey was what her husband had loved most in life.^
By 1972, the renovation of the tracts had been completed.
The tract originally purchased for $10,000.00 was now valued
in excess of $204,761.66 and commanded $10,000.00 in total
capital.

The cemetery employed ten workers whose salaries

totaled $31,189.15.1,3
The progressive vertical growth of Gaston's business
interests was accompanied by the acquisition of real estate.
This real estate was acquired not only to house his businesses,
but also for Investment purposes.

Part of the investment

property was used as rental property.

One of the lots was

the property Gaston had purchased for $200.00 while he was
serving in the Army.1411

^Beli,

By 1953, Gaston found this property

interview, August 7,

1972.

^Bell, interview, August 7, 1972.
^3prierson,

"Financial Statement."

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

35.
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could not be adequately controlled through his existing
businesses.To efficiently control the property it was
necessary to organize an independent company whose major
function would be the management of the accumulating
properties.
By 195^, he had formed the Vulcan Realty and Investment
_
h6
Company.

The company handled all real estate and rental

properties that Gaston had acquired and offered the same
service to anyone else desiring them.^

The company could

also be used to funnel much of the corporate profits made
by the other businesses owned by Gaston into real estate and
other long term investments.

This was a time honored method

to lessen the taxable income of corporations.
It was through this company that Gaston moved into the
lucrative area of low-cost housing and land development.^
Under the auspices of the Booker T. Washington Insurance
Company, he had already entered the home mortgage field.
The insurance company could by 1958 act on any Federal
Housing Administration Loan application that it received
prior to consultation with and approval from the Federal

^Sibid., p.

104.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

104.

11

7 ibid.

^Birmingham World, May 13,
14

9ibid., January 15,

1952.

1959.
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Housing Administration.'>0

With Gaston Homes developed by

the Vulcan Realty and Investment Company> however, he
attempted to tap the resources of the lower income brackets.
The development company offered homes to "...those with
income enough to buy,
finance.51

but without a conventional way to

All the prospective buyer needed was a lot in

order to have a home constructed by the company.

An adver¬

tisement for Qaston Homes boasted that anyone owning his own
lot could have a home with no down payment and as little as
$25,00 a month.52

"Why pay rent?" the advertisement asked.

Take advantage of the "chance of a lifetime" and own a home
with "three bedrooms, one bath,
dining area."

living room, kitchen and

Presumably, the lot was to be used as

collateral.
The success of the Investment facet of Gaston's business
was enormous.

By 1972, the investment company employed

eleven people,

salaries totaled $40,669.20.^

Total capital

commanded by the company had reached $1,527,078.71 which was
over half the amount commanded by the insurance company.^

50

Ibid.„ July 19,

1958.

-^Birmingham World, Hay 13,

1959-

52

Ibid., May lH, 1959.

^Frierson,
5i,

Ibid.
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After Qaston had accumulated a fortune and had become
the proprietor of several large businesses, he had no
difficulty obtaining money from the white financial insti¬
tutions in Birmingham.55

in the earlier years of his career

when his own capital was limited, he had discovered that it
was not an easy matter for a black businessman to finance
his ventures.it was during these formative years of a
business that the privilege of obtaining outside capital was
most crucial.

Chronic lack of low cost sources of capital

was a problem of the entire Negro segment of the population
because blacks could expect little aid from the more legiti¬
mate sources such as banks and loan associations.57

There

were a few black owned and operated banks, but these were for
the most part small and continually teetered on the brink of
bankruptcy.

White owned and operated banks refused black

applicants or severly curtailed the amount of money a black
borrower could expect to receive.58

As a result of the closure

of these sources of capital, many blacks were forced to obtain
their necessary capital from other sources and paid enormous
rates of interest.5^

55Qaston, interview, January 4, 1973.
56Ibid.
57jackson, Interview, August 10, 1972.
58lbld.
59Ibid.
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By 1956, Gaston felt there was an obvious need for a
black owned and operated bank.

One reason for his assurance

was the encouragement he received from friends,

They had

long urged him to found a bank "...to make more mortgage
money available to our people....

He also felt that the

black conuaunity as a whole would furnish enough support to
make the institution a success.

Consequently, in that year

he initiated proceedings to gain permission to found a sav¬
ings and loan association for blacks.Since all saving
and loan associations must be chartered, Gaston submitted
his application for charter to the Alabama branch of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

These branch board served as

a regulatory device to insure that there would not be an over
supply of banks in any one area.
decision,

fi ?

As a basis for the board's

local savings and loan associations were required

to agree there was a need for an additional facility.^3

"All

of the existing savings and loan associations declined to
support our application for a charter."^

Their reasons for

declining to support the charter were mixed.

Some most likely

honestly believed there was no need for additional facilities.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

112.

^Birmingham World, January 15, 1956.
^(jaston, interview, January 4 > 1973.
^Gaston, Green Power, p.

112.

^Gaston, Qreen Power, p.

113.
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Others refused because they were afraid that another insti¬
tution would interfere with their growth.

Some undoubtedly

opposed the charter because the applicant was black.^

When

the Birmingharn banks refused to support Qaston's application,
the application was denied.

The board, however, did give

Gaston a chance to appeal to the National Federal Home Loan
Bank Board in Washington.
Research revealed that the most a black could expect to
get from a white owned and operated bank was $5,000.00.^
The feeling seemed to be that a $5,000.00 home was all any
black needed or should want.^®

Negro churches and businesses

were also systematically refused building and extension loans
of any size.
factor.

The limit blacks could borrow was not the only

Not only was the limit set regardless of the ability

of the Individual, church or business to pay, but the interest
rate was automatically higher for blacks.

To justify this

policy of charging blacks higher rates than whites were charg¬
ed on loans of comparable size, the banks claimed blacks were
high risk borrowers.^9

k^Gaston,

as a consequence of these policies

interview, January

1973.

""Arthur Shores, private interview, Birmingham,
Alabama, August 8, 1972.
k^Gaston,

interview, January 4, 1973-

k^Ibld,; Jackson, interview, August 10, 1972.
69since many blacks were either unemployed or very
poor, they were high risk borrowers.
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many blacks became victims of loan sharks and finance
companies.
With the above as proof of the prejudice against black
borrowers at white associations in Birmingham, Gaston and
his lawyer, Arthur D. Shores, presented their appeal to the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board in Washington.70

The briefs

submitted by Shores convinced the Washington board that there
was a need for a black savings and loan association in
Birmingham and the lower board decision was overruled.To
discover whether or not such an institution would be support¬
ed by the black populace, however, the board increased the
minimum capital necessary to begin operation of the bank from
$150,000.00 to $350,000.00.They also gave Gaston a six
month deadline to raise the necessary capital and train the
personnel to operate the association.73

By the end of three

months Gaston had raised the necessary money.

When the bank

was chartered in 1957, Gaston had raised nearly a half
million dollars.7^

case.

7^Shores refused to accept a fee for this particular
Gaston, Green Power, p. 113.
71jackson, interview, August 10, 1972.
72shores> interview, August 3, 1972.

73GastonJ interview, January k, 1973; Shores,
August 8, 1972.
T^Gaston, interview, January 4,

1973.
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By the end of 1972,

the Citizens' Federal Savings and

Loan Association had grown considerably.

Fourteen individ¬

uals drawing salaries totaling $85,532.02 were employed by
the institution.
of the bank.

Gaston himself drew no salary as president

Total capital was now $13,362.071-56.

Loans

of $11>362,178.59 had been made to individuals and insti¬
tutions in the community.75
By the 1950*3, Gaston's business enterprises were
profitable enough that he could gratify his long-expressed
desire to travel.

His involvement with various groups and

organizations also necessitated increased travel in the form
of speech-making tours.

Before his travel experiencesj he

had not been fully aware of the problems that beset the
increasingly mobile Negro populace.

Comfortable travel

accommodations were limited, especially in the segregated
South.

Because of the need for such accomodations, Gaston

saw an area for profitable expansion for a businessman.
One article on Gaston suggested that Gaston built the
A. G. Gaston Motel and Restaurant at least partially in selfdefense.

Only poor accommodations existed for Negroes

traveling in the South and segregation decreed that Negroes
could not use any of the excellent motel facilities operated
for whites.

Any well-to-do Negro who traveled expected to

75prierson,

"Financial Statement."

January, 1973.

^"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p.

32.
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be welcomed into private homes or visited relatives and
friends.

Since Qaaton was the wealthiest Negro in Birminghanc,

he was forced to open his home to a growing succession of
guests.

No matter how wealthy an individual was this would

create a financial strain as well as create constant invasions
by virtual strangers into the privacy of one's home.

To

eliminate this problem, Gaston built a modern motel that
offered facilities to Negroes comparable to the best white
motels.
*n

green

Power, Gaston claimed that the idea of build¬

ing a motel was conceived while attending the World Ecumenical
Conference in England in 1951.

There he learned that

Birmingham was being considered as a possible site for the
195^ session of the all Negro National Sunday School and
Baptist Training Union Congress of the National Baptist
ConventionHe knew that facilities for Negroes were limit¬
ed in Birmingham and that those which did exist were "...
little more than shelter for transients.The Negro Baptist
Convention could not be held in a city which offered such
limited housing accommodations.

Therefore, Gaston decided to

construct a motel to help lure the convention to Bim-.ingham.
The motel was dedicated in February,

1954, and furnished

accommodations for many of the delegates to the convention

77Qaston} Green Power? p.

97.

7®Gaston, Green Power, p.

98.

3^
held in August of the same year,79
At the time of Ita completion, at a cost of $300,000.00,
the A. Q. Gaston Motel contained thirty-two air-conditioned
units.it was acclaimed "...the nation's finest motel for
Negroes," by one of the local white newspapers.Unlike
other motels in Birmingham, Gaston's motel was open to both
Qp
races.
By 1972, the motel had grown to one hundred units
with an adjoining restaurant, supper club and lounge.

The

motel employed 32 persons in various capacities with a total
payroll of $57,81*0.6ii.

It had a capital of $65,700.00 and

$63^,190.00 in assets.
As Gaston's enterprises grew he found that he needed
an increasing number of trained workers.

He not only needed

executives and managers to help him direct his companies
and salesmen to market his products, he needed competent white
collar workers trained in the fields of accounting, bookkeep¬
ing, typing,

short hand, and general office practice.

As his

need grew, it became harder to staff his businesses with the
necessary personnel adequately trained in these fields.

79Blrniinghajn News, June 30 > 195^.
9o

Ibid.

81

Ibid.

Qp
Gaston, Green Power, p.
^^prierson,
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The major reason for the scarcity of black white collar
workers was the unavailability of training centers in the
South.

Black business schools were practically nonexistent

and the doors of institutions training whites in the various
business fields were closed to blacks because of segregation.
In reality, there seemed little need for such schools.

Blacks

were traditionally barred from holding white collar positions
except in a few black owned and operated businesses such as
Gaston's.®^

Consequently, even black colleges which did

offer training in business were gradually phasing out their
programs.^5

They felt it impractical and misleading to offer-

training in areas in which Jobs were unavailable.
When Qaston found that trained personnel would not be
forthcoming from ordinary Negro institutions, he instigated
a training program of his own.

This program was to develop

into the Booker T. Washington Business College.

The Initial

training program consisted of a type of on-the-Job training
given to Individuals already employed in the Insurance com¬
pany.

Gaston imported the instructor from Chicago to

"...teach typing,

short hand and bookkeeping to the office

workers of my insurance company.as the school progressed,

^Rose, The Negro, p.

107.

^Minnie l. Gaston, interview, January *1, 1973.
®^Gaston, Green Power, p.

79-
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training was given prior to employment in the insurance com¬
pany.

At first the training was given with the understand¬

ing that the student upon completion of the course of study
would accept a position in the company.As Gaston's
ventures became diversified, the employees who managed the
new companies were also drawn from the school.

Later, train¬

ing was given to students who did not plan to seek employment
with Qaston.

Many students entered the school prior to

leaving the South or sought jobs outside Alabama.®®
In 1938, the school came under the management of Gaston's
future wife, Minnie L. Gardner, a graduate of Tuskeegee
Institute.89

Under her capable, if somewhat unorthodox

management, the college grew rapidly, and more instructors
were hired.

In 19^3» the college produced fifty-nine grad¬

uates capable of filling civil service positions in key
defense areas.9®

By 1972, over ten thousand students had

attended the college.

Since the school had always operated

on an open-door policy, some of these students were white.
Graduates of Booker T. Washington Business College were
employed in five-sixths of the Negro businesses in the South.^

^Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January 4,
®^Gaston, Green Power, p.

1973.

80.

®9(jaatoR, interview, January ^,

1973.

^Congressional Record, 89th Cong., 1 Sess., p.
Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January *1, 1973.
9;L

Ibid.

6528;
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The college had an enrollment of 250 students in winter
quarter,

1973.^

Tuition charges were $260.00 a quarter and

a full-time student finished the course of study in either
nine, twelve, or eighteen months depending on his degree.^
Degrees were offered in secretarial science, electrical
machines, accounting, advanced accounting and advanced sec¬
retarial courses.^
In 1972, the college employed twenty persons3 eighteen
of these were Negro and two were white.
these employees totaled $116,5^2.00.

Salaries paid to

Assets were estimated

in excess of $125,79^.^2 and its total capital was $30,698.18^
By the early sixties, Gaston was wealthy and it was no
longer necessary for an enterprise he might found to give
Immediate renumeration.

He could begin businesses which

might ultimately be profitable, but would require a large
initial outlay of funds.

One such enterprise grew out of

his increased awareness of the problems facing the aging
Negro,

While Gaston himself had not suffered from severe

debilitation due to age, he saw many who had.
close friends and associates.

Some were

He also knew that he might

92
' Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January 4,

1973

93Booker T, Washington Business College brochure,
Birmingham, Alabama.
94

Ibid.

^Frierson, Financial Statement.
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eventually need care himself.

Individuals who had special

problems needed and deserved professional help.
During the 1950's and early 1960's3
movement gained momentum.

the nursing hone

It had become more and more

popular for families of senior citizens to place older per¬
sons in nursing care centers rather than try to care for
these persons in the home.

Nursing homes or senior citizens'

homes presumably offered expert care for the aged.

As in

other areas this expert care was available for whites only.
No such care was offered for the elderly Negro.

In an effort

to remedy this situation, Gaston opened the A. G. Gaston
Home for Senior Citizens in 1963.^

This nursing facility

offered care to elderly Negroes comparable to the care given
in white nursing homes.

The facility had been "...planned,

designed and constructed for nursing home use in accordance
with the Alabama State Board of Health's Rules, Regulations
and Standards for Nursing Homes.The home applied for and
received its initial license to operate from the state of
Alabama Department of Health in Kay 22,

1963.9®

The Depart¬

ment of Health issued licenses on a yearly basis to two types

^^Birmingham World, May 11,
07

1963.

James L. Woodham, letter to author, February 13,

19739®Woodham, letter, February 13,

1973.
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of nursing homes.99

of the two categories, the requirements

for obtaining a Skilled Nursing Home License were the most
rigid.

The standards adopted on September 20,

1967, con¬

trolled everything from the number and type of personnel that
a nursing home must hire to the physical requirements of the
facility.The A. G. Gaston Home for Senior Citizens
obtained its initial license "...as a fifty-one bed Skilled
Nursing Home..." and the license was renewed yearly. In
addition, the home met federal requirements to participate
in the Medicare, Medlcaid, and Intermediate Care Programs
operated under the auspices of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.102
By 1972,
home.10^

fifty persons were receiving care in the

Thirty-eight employees received salaries of

$121, 1<78.76.Following the guidelines set up by the state,

^Alabama State Board of Health, ''Rules, Regulations
and Standards of Nursing Homes, September 20, 1967."
Published by State of Alabama, Department of Public Health,
Montgomery, Alabama, p. 13.
IQO^oodham, letter, February 13, 1973;L01

Ibid.

;L02

Ibld.
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^Mattle M. Frlerson,
author, January 23, 1973lO^prierson,

telephone interview with
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at least five of these employees had to be registered nurses
or licensed practical nurses.The Director of Nursing
Services could be Included In the above ratio of one nurse
per ten patients, but she had to be a registered nurse,
The remainder of the employees were non-professional nursing
personnel.

Although the home's total capital was only

$5*000.00,

its assets were in excess of $214,892.92^°^

Gaston's involvement in the growth of black business in
Birmingham could be gauged by the diversity of his various
enterprises.

At various stages in his career he had owned a

service station, a seventy-seven unit apartment complex and
a Walgreen drug store.

Farm land in excess of eighty acres

had been purchased in Lowndes County, Alabama, and the A. G.
Gaston estate outside of Biriningham included ten acres and
a colonial-type mansion.

For an uneducated black boy, Gaston

had indeed come a long way.

"1-0^Alabaraa Board of Health,

"Nursing Homes>" p.

13.

i06

Ibid.

^^Frlerson,
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CHAPTER III

THE DUES YOU PAY

Depending on the personal energy and enthusiasm of the
individual, most businessmen become involved with various
organizations.

They do this as a means of furthering their

own interests.

Groups aid businessmen in three main ways.

A group of individuals with similar goals and purposes would
naturally be able to bring more effective pressure than a
single businessman.

Participation in group activities broad¬

ens personal contacts and business success depends to a large
extent on an ever increasing circle of business prospects.
The third reason is that business growth is intricately relat¬
ed to community progress.

For these reasons, Qaston became

involved in numerous groups, associations, organizations,
campaigns, and drives that affected the community as a whole.
The business organizations with which Gaston became
affiliated were of two types.

One was a combination of

individuals in the same field or business.

Of this group,

the most notable were the National Insurance Association,
the National Funeral Directors Association, the American
Hotel and Motel Association, and the National Association of
Real Estate Boards.

All these groups existed to promote

the interests of and cooperation among persons involved in

41
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a particular industry.The groups also disseminated infor¬
mation about the industry to the public.

Qaston's longest

association was maintained with the National Insurance
Association, a combination of black insurance companieB owned
and controlled by Negroes.^

During his career, Gaston was a

featured speaker at national meetings of all the above groups.3
The other type of business organisations that Gaston
supported was the local combination of persons in varied
areas of business.

These groups were usually community

oriented and concentrated on local problems of their members.
Some were black groups such as the National (Negro) Business
League, others were integrated such as the Chamber of
Commerce.

All were founded on the assumption that business¬

men needed to combine their energies and efforts to promote
their interests.

Some of the organizations with which Gaston

worked in addition to tnose mentioned above were the BirminghamJefferson County Business League, and the Birmingham (Negro)
Business League.
As early as 19^7, Gaston's national reputation as a black

^■Margaret Fisk, ed., National Organizations of the
United Statest Vol. 1 of Encyclopedia of AssocTatlo^nsJ
2 volumes, Cfth ed.; Detroit:
Gale~!Research-Book Tower,
1970).
2

Harry A. Ploski and Ernest Kaiser, eds. and comps,,
The Negro Almanac (2nd ed., New York:
Bellwether, 1971),
P. 927.
^Birmingham World, March 28, 19^7,
August 23, 1958; September 5, 1959.

October 11,

1955;
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businessman was such that he was nominated to fill an unexpired term of a retiring president of the National (Negro)
Business League.^

Prior to filling this office he had already

served as board chairman and general vice-presidentAfter
finishing out the unexpired term and serving a full term as
president, he declined renomination.^

During his year as

president of the League, the organisation began publishing
the Journal of Negro Business,

the first journal devoted

entirely to the subject of Negro business.?

Throughout this

period and in later years, Gaston was a featured speaker on
both the state and national levels of the League.^
Although Gaston's affect on the business community
would be felt via his participation in and support of businessoriented groups, his major affect on the community was due to
his active participation in civic groups.

Even before he

became wealthy, his interest in the community around his was
strong.

He realized that business growth depended on com¬

munity growth.

While he was employed ae a wage earner at

Tennessee Coal and Iron Company in Westfield, he had

^Birmingham World, March 7,

19^7.

5Ibid. , Febi'uary 18, 19*17.
6

Ibid., July 30, 191»7.

7

Ibid.

®See Birmingham World, May 20, 19^7; August 17,

1963.

"...helped organize a Civic League."9
During the early years of his career, Gaston was exclud¬
ed from many organizations because of his race.

Active

involvement was through black civic groups, black councils
or black "advisory" boards to existing white organisations.
Throughout the forties Qaston's name appeared in the news¬
papers in connection with such campaigns.

One example was

his work as chairman of the Negro Division of the War Finance
Committee during World War II.For his endeavors, he
received a distinguished service award from the United States
Treasury DepartmentOn another occasion, he served as
chairman of the Negro division of a drive to save food in
the state of Alabama.^

Even the Community Chest had a Negro

Advisor Council to aid in fund raising in the Negro Community.
By the 1950*8 Gaston was branching out into various
directions and assuming a larger role In civic affairs.
Segregation still restricted his efforts to the black commu¬
nity, but his reputation as a civic leader was already secure
in both the black and white communities.

During this period,

he increased his efforts in the fields of youth, education

^Gaston, Green Power, p. 51.
1Q

Ibld,, p.

82.

l^See Appendix C.
•^Birmingham World, October 31, 19^7.
iSlbid., July 11, 19^7.
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and religion.

He began his A. G. Gaston Spelling Bee and

enlarged the Kiddie Klub that he had begun in the forties.

i ij

Participation in the Young Men's Christian Association and
church affairs were assuming an ever increasing amount of his
time.

Gaston was also working with bi-racial groups In an

effort to Improve relations between the black and white
communities.

He was also finding time to maintain his posi¬

tion in two black fraternal organizations - the Masons and
the Knights of Pythias.

While both these organisations were

social and the appeal of ritual and secretiveness was impor¬
tant, each supported worthwhile civic efforts in the black
community.

Gaston was a national figure in both groups.^5

It was not until the 1960's and 1970's that Gaston and
ether blacks were allowed to participate in a fully integrated
civic role in Birmingham.

The process of civic integration

had begun in the 1950's and was a gradual one, but it was not
until after the racial confrontations of the 1960's that
Birmingham removed its final barriers.

The offlcal signal

of a thaw in race restrictions in civic groups was an invi¬
tation for Gaston to become a member of the Birmingham Area
Chamber of Commerce.

At first, only Gaston was invited to

Join, but he insisted that others be included.Gaston was

-^Both of these groups will be discussed by the author
in subsequent chapters.
^Birmingham World, May 30^ 19^7, August 21, 1351^Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973.
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the most iogicai choice for the white business corortiunity.
lie was the largest and most successful black ousinessman in
Birminghaia, his behavior during the riot period had solidified
his reputation as a middle-of-the-roader; tie had over forty
years of previous involvement in civic affairs.

Following

his entry into the chamber, Gaston became involved in a
bewildering welter of groups that affected all aspects of
Birmingham's civic life.
Upon his entry into the Birmingham Area Chamber of
Commerce, Gaston immediately plunged into various aspects
of the organization.

He felt he and the other black members

were "...accepted on the basis of what we could contribute
to the betterment of our conuaunity, just as all other memberB
of the chamber.

There was no reduced membership fee, and we

expected no reduced responsibilities.Like most local
chambers, the group had the growth of the community as its
major goal.

It became a major clearing house for information

on the area and attempted to attract new enterprises to
Birmingham.
occasion.

Gaston represented the chamber on one notable
He delivered a telegram to President Lyndon B.

Johnson in an effort to have the federal government locate a
research center in physical science in Birmingham.^®

l^Gaston, Green Power, p.
l8

Ibld., p.

150.

1^0.

It7
Gaston was one of two blacks to first break the lilywhite status of the prestigious Community Chest or United
Appeal in Birmingham.

Established in 1923, the fund remained

segregated until Gaston and a dentist were appointed to the
board of directors in 1967."^

The Community Chest idea was

conceived to provide a concentrated fund raising effort for
a group of charitable organizations.

Instead of a wasteful

duplication of efforts, time, and money, there would be one
major campaign to gather funds to support all the affiliated
groups.

In Birmingham,

the Chest supported forty-nine

different charitable agencies.

The board of directors con¬

sisted of forty-two persons who decided which organizations
would be supported and how much each one received.

An

organization must prove it could be self-supporting for two
years before it could be accepted by the Community Chest.
Organizations to which the Cheat supplied funds included
everything from the USO to the A. G. Gaston Boys'

Club.20

Perhaps the most ambitious undertaking in which Gaston
became involved was Operation New Birmingham.

It was

originally incorporated in April, 1957, as the Birmingham
Downtown Improvement Association to "...revitalize the down¬
town business district and enhance its utilization as a

"^David G. Orrell, private interview, Birralnghari-,
Alabama» August 7, 1972.
'"Information about the Birmingham United Appeal was
extracted from the author's interview with Orrell, August 7,
1972.
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center of trade for the region....Its first efforts were
all in the area of planning and surveys.

The volunteer group

of businessmen recominended that planning surveys be made tc
cover the areas of
... land-use. parking, traffic flow, location of
traffic arteries, overpasses and underpasses for
the new federal highway system, locations for new
schools, needed improvements in the sewer system,
environment, recreation, urban development, housing,
and projected expansion of the police and fire
departments.22
It frankly admitted that business depended on the progress
of the entire community.

By 1972, a new organization had

emerged called Operation New Birmingham.

The original

membership of twenty-seven businessmen with businesses in
the downtown area had grown to include 350 members drawn
from labor.

Industry, government and business.23

group limited its work to four areas:
Committee,

The new

The Community Affairs

(CAC), the Community Development Committee (CDC),

the Birmingham Area Highway Committee and public relations.
The Community Affairs Committee was begun In May of
1969 as a phase of Operation New Birmingham when many of
Birmingham's most respected Negro leaders claimed that no

2i

Operation New Birmingham, "A Study in Progressive
Productive Citizen Volunteerism," Birmingham, Alabama., p.
2

^0NB,

2

"Volunteerism," p.

U.

^Gaston served as Second Vice-president of the
organization in 1970-71 and as one of four vice-presidents
in 1972.

3.

Us
progress was being made In improving race relations.^
Gaston became one of more than fifty individuals from both
the black and white communities who met for breakfast every
Monday morning.

At these weekly meetings the bi-racial

group discussed all aspects of the racial climate of the
city.

The cormnittee has had no legal authority, but has

served as a channel of communication between leaders of both
races and government officials.

As a forum and clearing

house of ideas the committee was given most of the credit
for winning the "All America City" Award for Birmingham in
1970-25
Discussions at vsreekly meetings have included such topics
as hunger, hiring of blacks, appointment of blacks to policymaking positions,

law,

legal aid, public services, and drugs.

Concrete accomplishments of the group were many.

A few were

listed in a booklet describing Operation New Birmingham as
a Housing and Urban Development grant to create a pilot project
of neighborhood planning in disadvantaged neighborhoods,
police development of an Athletic Team program, better law
enforcement^ a model food stamp program, and greater equality
in employment of blacks in public and private areas.

*0 (•*

^^Birmingham News, March 18, 1970.
^Operation New Birmingham,
Birminghaia, Alabama., p. 60.

"Annual Report, 1970-71/'

^Operation New Birminghani, "That future generations
may benefit from the fruits of our labor," Birmingham,
Alabama, p. 1.
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According to another booklet^

fourteen blacks were added to

policy-making boards within a two year period.^7

The work

done by the pilot program itself filled four volumes.In
addition, the committee worked in the areas of recreationj
public health, day care traffic problenSj pollution and
public relations.
Gaston's work on the Consmunity Affairs Committee was
centered around his work with the Police Athletic Teams.
Sight teams of boys from black neighborhoods were sponsored
by the conraittee.

Volunteer coordinators were recruited

from the police department.

Gaston served as one of the

heads of the fund raising project to support the program and
to finance a trip to New York to participate in a tournament.29
In addition to his work with the CAC, Gaston served on
the Community Development Committee, the "brick and mortar"
branch of Operation New Birmingham.3°

It was mainly concern¬

ed with actual building projects such as the Birmingham Green
Project, research and development of sewer and water systems,
various parks and recreation development,

low cost housing

projects such as Park West and Renewed Birmingham,

270NB,
28

"Annual Report," p.

Ibld., p.

Inc.,

29.

32.

2

^Gaston also served as one of the co-chairmen of the
CAC during 1972.
ONB, "Annual Report/' p. 26.
"Fruits of our labor," p.

2.
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beautiflcation projects, a proposed monorail system, high¬
ways and the $50,000,000.00 Civic Center.

The Birmingham

Green Project will be a "...fabulous rejuvenation and
renovation of the central city area...."3^

A general face¬

lifting for 20th Street and for sections of several other
streets would Include widened streets and central park areas.
The plan incorporated modern lighting techniques, underground
utilities, and the newest designs in traffic signals.32

Park

West when completed was to be the "...development of a high
quality,

low-to-moderate cost residential area on the fringe

of the downtown area."33

Gaston described it as a collection

of "...high-rise and garden apartments with playgrounds and
parks scattered through it" which would replace the slums of
downtown Birmingham and "...would be a beautiful place for
my people to have a healthy life."^

Renewed Birmingham,

Inc.

was similar in scope and purpose to the Park West development.
A more recent development than Park West, its completion will
depend on whether grants can be obtained from HUD.35
Specific contributions by Gaston to Operation New
Birmingham's Highway Committee were more difficult to assess*

of

31Downtown Action Committee, "The DAC Marks a Decade
'Doing'Birmingham, Alabama, p. 11.
32

ONB,

"Volunteerism," p. 24.

33ibid.
S^Gaston, Green Power, p. 166.
3-*0NB,

"Volunteerism," p. 26.

Since the Highway Committee had to limit its efforts to
reseax'ch and planning,

it can be assumed that Gaston would

have more affect on highway construction through his
affiliation with two other boards - the State Safety Coor¬
dinating Committee and the Jefferson County Planning and
Zoning Board.

The State Safety Coordinating Committee was

established in 1965 to serve as a central planning agency
for highway development in the state and it was given the
power to make recommendations to the legislature.36

as

an

associate member of this board from Birmingham, Gaston
could secure a hearing for special projects affecting his
city.

As a lay or nominated official of the Jefferson

County Planning and Zoning Board, Gaston would be concerned
with all aspects of land use In the county including road
work.

Actual enactment of new provisions in both cases,

however, depended on elected officials.
In the public relations area of Operation New Birmingham's
program, Gaston was most helpful.

The entire public rela¬

tions program was geared to reverse the Image of Birmingham
that had been given to the world during the riot period of
1963.^

To create a new positive image was their goal.

Gaston's usefulness as a symbol was apparent and was a natural
role he had assumed long before Operation New Birmingham was

3^Laura Watts,
37oNB,

11

letter to author, March 2, 1973-

Annual Report," p.

50.
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organized.

He talked frequently of the advantages of his

country and his city.

He said:

This country is a good country.
I've been all
over the world and I know.
And the South is the
greatest part of this country.
Right here.
Now.... I'd give a million dollars for ten ye§frs
of life and live it right here in Birmingham.38
In articles, he praised his city and its people:
Hell, if all the people in Birmingham were like
some of them, I'd have moved out long ago.
I've
got enough money to live anywhere on the globe.
But there are some good people here ... lots of
them.39
In speeches he said:
Birmingham, Alabama is my home....
I make no
apologies for having remained in the South....
I am glad to be associated with the Negro in the
South, who is opening the eyes of the entire
nation. 0
Since Gaston had decided to stay in Birmingham and he had
managed to make a large fortune, he had no reason for being
disillusioned with Birmingham.

It also held the necessary

Ingredient for his success as a businessman - a large mass
of segregated blacks.
Gaston also joined the Downtown Action Committee, a
group whose goals and constituency were similar to Operation
New Birmingham.

The original objectives of the seventy-

eight members were to increase trade, produce more profits

38aaston,

interview, January 4, 1973.

^^"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p.
2| A

Gaston, Green Power, p. 172.

32.
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for downtown merchants, and to rejuvenate downtown
Birmingham,^

Shoppers were no longer patronizing the

downtown stores but were going to outlying shopping centers.
The businessmen were fighting for one thing - to keep their
enterprises alive.
urban areas.

The problems were common to most other

The major ones were the lack of an efficient

public transportation system, parking and traffic problems,
declining buildings, racial tension and increased crime.
The problems seemed staggering, but not as staggering as
bankruptcy.
By 1972, the committee had grown to include a membership
of over four hundred persons who were in business,

industry,

education, religion, and the professions whose livelihood
depended on the continued growth of downtown Birmingham.1^
It had tackled with imagination and enthusiasm both the
economic and social problems of the downtown area.

Using

all available media and working In conjunction with other
groups, the committee advertised the advantages of the down¬
town area.

Holiday decorations, gimmicks,

parades, athletic events,

sales, matinees,

flower shows, fashion shows, fairs

and festivals were financed and promoted by the businessmen.
Anti-litter and anti-crime campaigns were supported.

Plant

boxes were added to the streets and efforts to fight pollu-

^Downtown Action Committee,
Alabama, p. 1.
^DAC,

"Doing," p.

2.

"Summing Up," Birmlnshain,
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tion were undertaken.

Tuesday morning breakfasts became a

forum for all types of city problems where any "...wellmotivated group has an opportunity to state its case."^3
The latest efforts of the group were centered around project
Birmingham Green,

the completion of the Civic Center, and

plans for the construction of multiple parking decks.
An example of a completely different type of civic
organisation in which Gaston became Involved was the Jefferson
County Association for Mental Health.

Its purposes were "to

promote preventive mental and social health services, to
assure better care and treatment of the mentally ill, to pro¬
vide information about mental, emotional and social health.'*^-'
The association supported programs in public education, patient
services at the local hospitals and professional education and.
training at local colleges and schools.

Community services

included work with a Crisis Center, drug abusers, alcholics,
the aged, and Social Centers for former mental patients.

This

type of organiaation could be considered purely civic in scope
and was funded by the United Appeal.
As a black, Qaston could not ignore race oriented civic
groups.

li3

He was one of the co-founders of the Urban League

Ibid., p.

6.

^Ibid., pp. 11-12.
^Sjefferson County Association for Mental Health,
"Annual Report, 1972," Birmingham, Alabama.
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in Birmingham and served as its treasurer.*^

The Urban League

can be considered the ultra-conservative race group which
worked through and with the white power structure.
has tried to avoid offending anyone.

The League

Major contributions have

been made expecialiy in the areas of low cost housing and an
on-the-job training program for blacks.^

Gaston purchased

a life membership in the National Association for the Advance¬
ment of Colored People (NAACP) and became a member of the
board of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund.

He even contributed

heavily to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
Only a sampling of groups has been discussed here to give
an idea of the complexity of Gaston's personal civic involve¬
ment . **9

When Gaston was asked why he was willing to spend so

much time and effort on civic affairs, his answer was
characteristic.

He said:

You've got to.
Any citizen who isn't involved
in civic affairs isn't a worthwhile citizen.
It's his duty.
It's the rent he pays for the
space he occupies.
Besides, if you don't you
aren't much noticed.
My dividend is the con¬
tinued success of ray business and pride in
making a contribution to my city.5®

'lb

W. E. Key, private interview, Birmingham, Alabama,
August 10, 1972.
^Ibid.
^Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973.
Other groups will be discussed in subsequent chapters
dealing with their particular orientations.
A full list of
boards and clubs to which Gaston was affiliated as of
January, 1973» is in Appendix B.
SOQaaton, interview, January

1973.

CHAPTER IV

BRINGING IN THE SHEAVES

The first blacks converted to Christianity in America
were incorporated into the existing white churches.

This

total integration of the races in the churches was of short
duration.

As racism solidified and chattel slavery became

established, the Negro found himself being either excluded
from the churches or segregated from the white congregations.^This move to isolate the black worshipper occurred in both
North and the South.

Although Negro churches had begun to

appear as early as the 1790*8 in formal protest of this
treatment, it was not until the period after the Civil War
that the Negro church became firmly established.

p

The Negro church as it evolved not only gave religious
training and guidance to parishioners, but filled other needs
as well.

This was especially the case in the rural South.

Here the church became the center of community life.^

Charles

S. Johnson described the role of the church in the South in

•^Franklin, Slavery, p. 161.
^Rose, The Negro, p. 276.
^The church was also the center of the Southern white
community.
According to St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Clayton
in Black Metropolis:
A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City
(2 volo . ," hlew York",' 1952/
¥I, ~712-h29
the church was not" the
canter of community life in the Northern black communities.
57
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this manner:
The church Is the one outstanding institution
of the community over which the Negroes them¬
selves exercise control, and because it stands
so alone in administering to their own concep¬
tion of their needs, its function is varied.
The religious emotions of the people demand
some channel of formal expression, and find It
In the church.
But more than this the church
is the most important center for face-to-face
relations.
It la in a very real sense a social
institution.
It provides a large measure of the
recreation and relaxation from the physical stress
of life.
It is the agency looked to for aid when
misfortune overtakes a person.
It offers the
medium for community feeling, singing together,
in eating together, praying together and indulg¬
ing the formal expression of fellowship.
Above
this it holds out a world of escape from the
hard experience of life comaion to all.
It is
the agency which holds together the sub-comraunitles
and families physically scattered over a wide area.
It exercises some influence over social relations,
setting up certain regulations for behavior, pass¬
ing judgements which represent community opinion,
censuring and penalizing improper conduct by
expulsion.
Everyone in a rural Southern coraiaunity was exposed to the
church to a certain degree throughout his lifetime.

Since

Gaston grew up in Demopolls in the heart of the "Bible belt",
he was no exception.
Gaston says that his interest in religion and the church
was "...inspired by my grandmother."5

He recalled her as an

extremely religious person who gave freely of her time and

^Charles S. Johnson quoted in E. Franklin Frazier,
The Negro in the United States (Rev. Ed.; Toronto:
MacmiITan,~T95i?y> PP* 3^9-3507
^Gaston, interview, January %, 1973-
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efforts to the church.

One of his favorite stories about

her dealt with her church activities.

Idella Gaston served

as treasurer and collector for the local Negro church.
she made her collections,

After

she kept them tied in a handker¬

chief and she "...would not even make change from the collecfi
tions.HD

Prom these early memories, Qaston derived a lasting

interest in the church.
As a young man employed by Tennessee Coal and Iron
Company, Qaston had been active in the St. Paul African
Methodist Episcopal Church."^

One reason for his interest

had been the social events sponsored by the church.

Espe¬

cially during the early years when he was struggling to
establish himself, the free or low-cost church socials were
his main source of entertainment.

In return, Qaston began

his work as a lay member in the church organization.

Later,

he was to turn to the church for more substantial aid in his
various enterprises.
When Qaston decided to begin his burial society, he
turned to the churches for support.

In a meeting of

ministers that Gaston called to explain his idea, the
ministers agreed that the old system of "saucer" funerals

^Gaston, Green Power, p.
7

Ibld., p.

51.

9-
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was often abused.

o

Although they liked Gaston's Idea, they

did not, much to Gaston's disappointment, offer to put up
the necessary capital to finance the society.

He had to be

satisfied with "...the assurance of receiving their most
sincere prayers."9

When the first policy holder died, how¬

ever, the parter of the policy holder and one of the tninisters
at Gaston's meeting, Reverend S. H. Ravi zee., gave the society
a substantial boost.

By introducing Gaston and explaining

the society to his congregation, Ravizee acted "...as the
best salesman and publicity director I could have had.1®

^The tern "saucer" funeral is used loosely here.
In the
area of Alabama in which Gaston grew up this could be applied
to a traditional part of the funeral service in which a
collection was taken to help pay for the funeral.
A stand
was placed at the head of the coffin and individuals viewing
the body placed a contribution in the plate.
It could also
be used to describe the "con" game that developed in the area.
The "saucer" phenomenon was widespread in the South at this
period.
In DuBose and Dorothy Heyward's play, Porgy, based
on the black community in Charleston, South Carolina, one
finds a "saucer" funeral described.
In the description,
everyone sat around the body which had been drapped with a
sheet and placed on a cooling board or table.
A large blue
saucer sat on the chest of the corpse.
Dirges were sung
until enough money was collected to pay for the funeral.
In
this case, the family feared the body would be given to the
Medical School if the deadline for burial was not met.
DuBose
Heyward, Porgy (Sellanraa, Dunwoody, Georgia:
Norman S. Berg,
Publisher, 1925), pp. 23-28.
^Gaston, Green Power, p. 5^.
■^Gaston, Green Power, p. 59.
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Ravisee said he would discontinue the tradition collection
to help pay for burials in his church.If any member of
the congregation refused to pay a small amount of money
weekly to assure himself a decent burial, he need not expect
the church to beg charity for him.

With such a forceful

introduction from the minister, Qaston's society was on its
way.

Ravizee even appointed two of his parishioners to help

Oaston sign up members
Gaston also used the well-known love of Negroes for
gospel sings to publicize his business.

He knew "...if we

sponsored some good gospel singers we would get a big audience
and fine publicity.in addition to the large sings, he
went a step further and established the first regular Negro
radio program in Birmingham.
well-known gospel singer.

The host was William Blemis, a

"These promotions made the names

of Smith and Oaston and the Booker T. Washington Insurance
Company familiar throughout the State of Alabama and directed
a large amount of business to our companies.11

Gaston

remembered this aspect of business advertising when he
included an auditorium in the A. Q. Gaston Building.*5

11

Ibid.

12

Ibld., p.

13

lbld.> p.

61.
71.

^Qaaton, Green Power, p. 71.
15

Ibid., p.

124.
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Gaston turned to the churches for help again in 1956
when he attempted to establish a Negro savings and loan
association in Birmingham.

After solving the Initial problem

of getting the charter approved, Gaston faced the seraingly
impossible task of collecting $350,000.00 in six months.
Many wealthy blacks and whites that Gaston approached to
pledge funds were afraid the bank would not be a success.
Gaston then "...went to the churches and made speeches and
they endorsed the thing."^?

In the speeches, Gaston promised

the churches that they would be given building and extension
loans if the bank were opened.

In three months, the necessary

funds had been raised and a charter was issued in January,
1957.18
In return for the aid he received from the churches,
Gaston gave freely of his time.
ship at the St.

He maintained his member¬

Paul's AfLS Church in West field, and he joined

St. John's AME Church in Birmingham.

In addition to regularly

attending services, he became an active secular member of the
AMIi church organization and lay the foundation for his later
service on the national level.

He participated as a layman

in local, national, and international projects.

As early as

1951, he had gained enough prominence to be chosen to

■^Gaston, Interview, January 4, 1973'
17

Ibld.

l8

Ibid.
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represent the AME Church in England at the World Ecumenical
Conference.^9

He was also elected to fill several posts of

major importance in the church hierarchy.
Prom 1956 to 1968, he served as secretary-treasurer of
church extension.20

This was the office which controlled

the building program of the church.

In 1968, he was elected

as treasurer of the national organization.^
put it,

As one associate

"all the bishops had to come to him for money.

While serving as treasurer, Gaston became involved in a
controversy.

In an attempt "to straighten them (ttie church

officers) out," Gaston evidently antagonized some of the
highest officials of the church.^3

jjg requested that auditors

be hired and that a new system for keeping financial records
be set up in the national organizationUsing the new
system as Justification, Gaston removed funds of the church
from the Union Trust Company of Washington, District of
Columbia, and deposited the money in three Birmingham banks
and one Dallas, Texas bank.

One of the three banks chosen

^Birmingham World, August 21, 1951; Gaston, Green
Power, p. 93.
According to C. E. Thomas in his letter to
the author, February 2, 1973, Gaston has remained active in
the ecumenical movement through his work in the National and
World Council of Churches.
^Birmingham World, March 6, 1957.
^Birmingham News, Hay 16, 1971.
2

interview, August 8, 1972.

2

interview, January 4, 1973.

^Shores,
^Gaston,

ph

Birmingham News, May 16, 1971.
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as a depository for church funds In Birmingham was the
Citizens' Federal Savings and Loan Association, headed by
Gaston.^^

Several high church officials, led by Bishop

Frederick D. Jordan, chairman of the General Board of the
AME Church, removed Gaston from his post as treasurer on
March 9,

1971, and leveled charges of fiscal malfeasance

or maladministration against him.
In May, 1971, the Judical Council of the AME Church
heard Gaston's appeal and returned him to his post.^

The

General Board, according to the Judicial Council, did not
have the power to fire the church treasurer under any
circumstances.

Nor did the board have the authority to set

up an arbitrary committee to handle church finances.

Gaston

was pleased by the decision; the General Board chose to
ignore it.
The General Board, headed by Jordan, brought a suit
against Gaston and his chosen depositories to force the
return of church funds to the Union Trust Company.
the decision was In Gaston's favor.

Again

"The judge ruled that

due process had not been followed In Gaston's suspension
because church officials had made no attempt to follow pro¬
cedure of trail of lay members as set forth in the AME
Discipline."^7

Only twenty-one of the more than sixty members

^Birmingham Post-Herald, October 12,
^Birmingham News, May 16,

1971.

1971.

^Birmingham Post-Herald, February 1,

1972.
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of the AME General Board were present when the vote to
dismiss Gaston was taken.Even if all sixty members had
been present, the removal would have been illegal because
the treasurer was elected by and had to be removed by the
general conference of the church.The judge stated that
"...no evidence was found in the discipline (to support
Jordan's claim) that the Union Trust Company was the official
depository of the church."3°

The same judge granted Gaston

an injunction ordering no further interference In "...Gaston's
performance of his duties, restitution of any of his annual
salary of $7,000.00 due him, and use of the general treasurer's
office in Washington. "3^The court's decision did not end the controversy.
Gaston's words,

"They put me out."^2

In

This second dismissal

was carried out with more legality and less fanfare than the
first attempt.
selves. "33

Qaston decided to "...let them run it them¬

Ke did retain his position on the Board of

Trustees of St, John's AME Church and he continued to give
them large donations of money.3^

28

Ibid., October 12, 1971.

29

Ibid., October 12, 1971.

3^Ibid., February 1, 1972.
^Birmingham Post-Herald, February 1, 1972.
32Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973.
33

Ibld.

3llThoma8, letter, February 2, 1973-
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Qaston is a member of the AME Church, but he is involv¬
ed in other churches.

He has made himself equally available

to speak to churches and church groups of all denominations.
His statement about charities,

"I give to thera all," can be

as easily applied to churches.35

His money was made avail¬

able to all denominations in the form of loans from the bank
for buildings and extensions and in the form of personal
gifts to the churches.a list of his honors included
awards from four different denominations.

His involvement

in church-oriented activities included active support of the
Young Men's Christian Association and large donations to and
service on the governing boards of church supported schools
such as Daniel Payne College in Birmingham.
As a businessman. Gaston has found it financially
profitable throughout his career to support one of the major
strongholds of Negro leadership and money - the church.
Ravlaee was to a great extent responsible for the success
of the burial society because he threw the weight of the
church behind it.

Not only were the churches largely respon¬

sible for the successful fund raising drive when the bank
was begun^ but they have given the bank a great deal of
business.

The churches paid interest just as other borrowers

^SQaston, interview, January 4, 1973^Mattie l. Prierson, private interview, Birmingham,
Alabama, August 8, 1972.
According to this Interview,
Oaston would speak at various little churches and give them
money during collection.
They never kept a record of this
money.
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did and seme of the largest loans were made to them.

Each

loan and deposit increased the value of Gaston's shares in
the bank.

This moreover, was the reason behind the charge

of fiscal malfeasance while he served as church treasurer
of the AME Church.

His motives were suspect when he chose

his own bank as a depository for church funds.

While serving

as Secretary-Treasurer of Church Extension, Gaston urged
the AME Church to take out insurance that would give blanket
coverage to church property.

In his speech advocating this

policy, he pointed out that most property belonging to the
church was inadequately insured and some property was not
insured at all.^f

Blanket coverage was designed "...to

provide more adequate Insurance coverage at lower rates. r,3®
This was another effort to use his hard-earned business
acumen for the good of his church, but many of his hearers
felt that it was an attempt to solicit business for his own
enterprises.
the church.

The genesis of another enterprise came from
When Gaston learned that a Baptist church meet¬

ing was to be held in Birmingham, he knew the enterprise
would be successful.

Later, it was also used as headquarters

by the AME Church for several meetings.39
The church not only offered a method for gaining direct

^Birmingham World, August 22, 1959.
38
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Ibid., May 6,
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financial profits, but it also offered intangible benefits.
Oaston's experience with Ravizee when he was beginning his
burial society taught him that the best avenue to the people
was through the church.

Here he could find the largest

audience and get the greatest publicity for himself and for
his businesses.

For this reason, Qaston always made himself

available to speak to churches and church affiliated orga¬
nizations.

Not only would the audience be large, but church

events were of vital interest to the Negro community as a
whole.

Each speech, each trip, each official duty for the

church was duly reported in the Negro press.
keep Gaston's name before the community.

This served to

Since each article

had some mention of Qaston's enterprises and business involve
ment, it served as free newspaper advertising.

Forty years

after his experience with Ravizee, Gaston was quoted in a
national magazine.

He said he had supported and worked for

the Negro church "...not only because I believe in the Negro
church but also because that's where the masses are.
where the business is.

^Gaoton,

That's where the money is."^

"How to Make a Million,'* p. 116.

That's

CHAPTER V

CONSOLIDATING OUR GAINS

Until recently, educational opportunities for Negroes
were limited in the United States and poorer than the
opportunities given whites.

In the North, one reason for

the differential was the fact that Negroes congregated in
the older poorer sections of the major cities and were
forced to attend the older,
equipped schools.-*-

leas modern and less well-

In the South, the educational outlook

was much bleaker for two major reasons.

One was the fact

that the South did not attempt to establish a system of
public education until after the Civil War.2

The other

was the South's adoption of the separate-but-equal doctrine
to legally Justify racial segregation in schools.3

The

schools were separate, but unequal in every respect from the

■^Rosej The Negro, p. 116.
^Clement Eaton, A History of the Old South (2nd ed.;
New York:
MacMillan,~i9S8)T p."151.
^The separate-but-equal doctrine was first espoused
by the Supreme Court in Plessy vs. Ferguson (163 U. S.)
in which the court ruled separate accomraodat1ons for whites
and blacks in trains was not a denial of the equal protec¬
tion of the law.
The doctrine was extended to support a
system of "Jim Crow" legislation affecting every aspect of
Negro life in the United States.
This decision was over¬
ruled in 195^ by the Warren Court in Brown vs. The Board
of Education of Topeka (3^7 U- S. 483X1
AlthougFTinte - ~
gration was slow in developing, educational opportunities
for Negroes began to improve after this date.
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amount of money spent per pupil to physical facilities.

ii

As a consequence of these factors, many blacks lacked
adequate educational training.
Since he had managed to gain the equivalent of an
eighth grade education. Gaston was more fortunate than many
of his race in the South,

In addition to several years

spent in the Negro grammar school in Demopolia, he had
attended Tuggle Institute in Birmingham.

This was a small

private boarding school officially sponsored by the Order
of Calanthe,

the women's auxiliary of the Knights of Pythias.

The head mistress and founder of the school, Carrie Tuggle,
was "...a woman of vision, with an unusual love for children."^
The institute Itself could not be considered either an academy
or a vocational training school, but both types of courses
were offered.

Gaston attended the school for about two years

and "graduated" in 1910.

Gaston regretted throughout his

life the fact that he had no further opportunities to attend
school.
Although Gaston was not able to obtain further formal
educational training, he developed a respect for education
that was to stand him in good stead throughout his career.
He began a serious effort to train himself and "...made each

^Rose, The Negro, pp.

116-118.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

21.
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experience serve In his education."^

As part of this effort

he read widely and later travelled extensively.

Nor was he

lax in recognizing that he could use the training and ability
of others to help him gain his ambitions.?

Because of this

insight, he became Involved in his first venture into the
field of education.
When he began his insurance company, he wished to avoid
the "nigger business stereotype" that he had seen in many
black businesses that had failed.®
of incompetence and inefficiency.

This stereotype was one
In order to do this, he

needed large numbers of competent white collar workers who
were capable of running an Insurance company.
simple matter to find these employees.

It was not a

Negro workers were

under the system of segregation that was strictly maintained
in the South during this period.

This system barred them

from holding white collar positions and,

in most cases, from

receiving the training necessary to prepare them to fill
these positions.

It was, of course, unthinkable to try to

hire white office personnel.
To solve his dilemma, Gaston began an on-the-job train-

^Jackson,

interview, August 10} 1972,

^Gaston's ability to use the talents of others was
pointed out in the author's interviews with Orrell,
August 7, 1972; Jackson, August 10, 1972; and Bell,
August 7, 1972.
^Gaston, Green Power, p. 79-
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ing program.

Promising individuals were hired and then trained

as they worked.

The employee gained competence in his Job and

possible future promotions while the company prospered from.
the increased efficiency of its workers.
This early emphasis on training was continued throughout
Qaston's business career and In all his business ventures.
As late as 1959, he was requiring his staff to update its
methods and knowledge through a "continuous training program."9
In I960, an article appeared in the local Negro press stating
that one hundred Booker T. Washington Insurance Company
employees had completed the fourteen week Dale Carnegie
Course.*®

This course was designed to furnish "...training

in effective speaking,

leadership, and human relations."**

The insurance company gave each employee taking the course a
$150.00 scholarship to cover expenses.
article,

According to the

the training would help the company, the employees,

and the policy holders.

The company also encouraged employees

to take part in organizations associated with their work.
For example, the Booker T. Washington Insurance Company sent
delegates to the National Insurance Convention.12

In an article

in the press in 1963, Gaston announced the remodeling of his

^Birmingham World, May 8, 1959.
10

Ibid., June 15,

i960.

11

Ibid., June 15,

I960.

12

Birmingham World, July 22,

I96M and July 22, IS65.

restaurant and the opening of a "...school to train waitresses
and cooks."-^

When the nursing home opened the same year, an

advertisement appeared asking for a registered nurse with
experience in geriatrics to fill the position as head of the
home.l^

Before the bank opened in 1957, all new personnel

had been trained by the business college in IBM accounting
proceedurss.
Gaston's original on-the-job training program developed
for the insurance company grew into something much bigger and
far-reaching th&n he intended.

By 1938, enough interest had

been shown in the school to warrant organizing it as a sep¬
arate entity apart from the insurance company.

To manage the

newly organissed school, Gaston chose a young Tuskeegee grad¬
uate, Minnie L. Gardner.

Minnie Gardner, who later became

Gaston's wife, was vivacious, energetic, and dedicated.

Since

she had no fixed ideas on education, she assumed her duties
with a willingness to innovate and improvise if the need arose.
These qualities proved essential if the school were to succeed
because problems arose from the very beginning.
She and her instructors and administrators attempted to
run the school along conventional lines at first.

Entrance

exams were required; tuition was charged; standards were set.

3ibid., February 20, 1963.
■^Ibid., February 20, 1963.

Ik
Experience soon revealed that the school could not be operated
successfully if artificial and arbitrary guidelines were
religiously followed.

Since Gaston at this time was still

dependent upon the school to supply the bulk of his trained
personnel, he threw the considerable weight of the insurance
company behind the school and allowed the new directress to
experiment.
The entrance exam was one of the first guidelines to be
revised.

As at most schools, the exam had been administered

during the first week of classes.

It was soon apparent that

the entering freshmen were incapable of taking the exam.
problem with the exam was three-fold.

The

First, any test requir¬

ed basic reading skills and the entrants were mainly products
of the inferior segregated schools of the South.

Test scores

also reflected the advantages the students had h&d.3-^

Since

the Negro was culturally deprived he had not been exposed to
many of the experiences that would have increased his score.
All tests were slanted in this manner and did not measure the
student's present status, ability, or potential accurately if
his environment had restricted his experiences.

This fact was

not acknowledged by most educators for fifteen years.

The

other problem was that the students did not know how to take

-^Lee J. Cronbach, Educational Psychology (2nd ed.,
New York:
Hareourt, Brace & World, l9o3), PP. 242-243.
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a teat that was to be scored mechanically.

When the answer

sheets were presented to the scoring machine, it rejected
them due to improper marking procedures.^
Rather than dispense with the exam entirely, it was
decided to delay administering It.

The Instructors "...had

to work with them (the students) a month, five weeks,

six weeks

until the teacher (thought he) could get a reasonable score"
and the test could be scored mechanically.*7

During this

period, reading skills were increased and an attempt was made
to culturally update the students.
The school found itself hard-pressed to supply the
necessary number of graduates needed to fill positions In
Gaston's expanding business empire if hard and fast rules were
made concerning the collection of tuition.

Many blacks wished

to attend the school, but few had the money to pay the neces¬
sary fees.1®

Consequently, any attempt to systematically

collect tuition was abandoned.

An elastic program of student

counseling was developed to determine the student's ability
to pay and then a plan was adopted for each student.

Some

students were given scholarships; others were allowed to pay
on an installment plan; others were given loans; others were

•^Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973.
17

Ibid.

"^Minnie L. Qaston,

interview, January

1973.
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given advancements in salary from Qaston's companies;
etcetera.^
With such an inforinal and fluid policy toward tuition,
it was not surprising that the school found itself in an
occasional embarrassing financial situation.

When such

occasions arose, the insurance company would assume respon¬
sibility or waive collection of the school's rent for a
period of time.2^

Gaston found tnls a small price to pay

for a steady supply of well trained personnel to operate
his businesses.

In later years, the school became self-

supporting.
Some of the most original ideas were used to circumvent
a rigid code of entrance requirements.
accreditation some rules were necessary.

In order to maintain
The entrance

requirements for day school were graduation from an accredited
high school, possession of a General Equivalency Diploma
(GED), or a college entrance examination if the student had
graduated from an unaccredited high school.

Although these

rules were usually followed in the day school, there were
some cases in which students were accepted tuition free and
were kept off record for one quarter to see if they were
capable of doing the work.

PI

Rules were generally ignored,

1

9ibld.

20

The school now occupies a floor in the A. G.
Building.
Ibid.
2

-Minnle L. Gaston,

interview, January ^, 1973.

Gaston

however, by the night school staff.
entry If he paid the class fees.

No student was refused

Most of those attending

the night classes were adults who held Jobs during the day
and were studying at night to improve their position,

flany

were not hi&h school graduates nor did they hold a GED
certificate.^

Special classes were added to the night

school In an effort to offer classes desired by the students.
The school has had plans to close the night school every
year for fifteen years, but each year the demand has been so
great that it has been held "...Just one more year."23
The Booker T. Washington Business College was one of the
first schools to appreciate the immense value of student
counseling.

The flexible attitude adopted toward tuition

payment was just one area in which this can be seen.

Each

student was treated individually and his needs and limita¬
tions were evaluated.

Each instructor served as a counselor.

He decided when his students were ready to take a test that
would reasonably reflect actual ability and potential.
No student was simply "flunked out" of the school.

If it was

discovered that the student had no aptitude for business,
"we counsel with him and try to steer him into some other
area of technical training more suited for him and most of

special class was added to the cirriculum to help
prepare students to take the GED test.
^Minnie L. Qaston, interview, January 4,

1973.
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•p h
the time they go and do weli.,"£

Long before most other

schools had a placement bureau, the school made sure that
Its graduates had joba.

Booket T. Washington students could

not claim that they were being denuiaanized.
The reputation of an institution of learning can be
measured in many ways.

pc
-

The Booker T. Washington Business

College's rating is one method.

A brochure published by the

school gave its rating as follows:
The Booker T. Washington Business College is
certified for full-time and part-time training,
inspected and approved by the Veteran's Admin¬
istration and State Board of Education.
Member
of the United Business Schools Association and
Southeastern Business College Association.
Accredited as a two-year school of business by
the Accrediting Commission for Business Schools,
Washington, D. C.^^
A less tangible but more effective gauge would be the success
achieved by the students who have attended the school.
In the school's brochure, this statement was found.
"Whatever success had attained our efforts in the educational
field is because of the achievements of our students."2?

211

if

Ibid.

^The author is not able to judge the academic qualities
of the institution because of lack of knowledge.
Since the
school is a vocational school, its ability to produce workers
of superior quality is of more importance than an arbitrary
gauge.
Booker T. Washington Business College brochure.
27
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one used this as a yardstick, the school would have an enviable
record.

Until recently, Gaston's businesses were staffed by

graduates of the school.

The success of these companies

reflect the excellence of the workers.

When Gaston needed to

train personnel for the bank, he turned to the college to
train them.

Graduates of the college were employed in five-

sixths of the black businesses of the South by 1964.In
19^3, the federal government administered the first Civil
Service Examination at the school and hired fifty-six of the
fifty-nine students who passed.Since that year, the gov¬
ernment has returned annually to administer the test and has
offered every qualified individual a government job.31

The

students probably gave the best recommendation by sending
their own children back to attend their alma mater.32
The reputation of the school is apparent in another case
as well.

In 1965» Minnie Gaston was chosen by the United

Business Schools Association to lobby for the passage of a
loan bill to aid vocational students.^

She appeared before

both the Senate and the House Education subcommittees to ask
passage of the National Vocational Student Loan Insurance Act

pQ
Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January
^Congressional Record,
30Minnie L.

Gaston,

1973-

89th Cong., 1 Sess., p.

interview, January

1973.

31

Ibid.

32lbid.
33ibid.; Gaston,

interview, January H,

1973.
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of 1965.

As the basis for her testimony, she used her

experiences she had had in directing the Booker T. Washington
Business College.

Her efforts along with the efforts of

others were successful in achieving passage of the bill.
Experience with students entering the business college
convinced Gaston and his wife that Negro children were not
receiving proper training in the grammar and high schools.
Many of the enrollees could neither read nor spell with any
degree of efficiency.^

in an effort to help increase the

training local Negro students received in spelling, Qaston
began to sponsor an annual A. G. Gaston Spelling Bee in the
black schools.

The first annual contest was held in 1953-^

Preparation for the event long before the contest was
held.

Gaston made it "...attractive enough that both the

children and the schools wished to participate" in the Bee.36
Books and materials were supplied to each school by Gaston
in large enough quantities for each child in grades three
through eight.

He gave these materials with the understanding

that "...every child third grade through eight grade would be
taught spelling" in preparation for the Bee.37

^Minnie L.

Gaston, interview, January

Cash prizes

1973-

-^An article in the Birmingham World, April 3,
announced the third annual Bee.
^Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January

1973.

•^Minnie l. Gaston,

1973-

interview, January ^,

1956,
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up to fifty dollars were presented to the winners by Gaston.^®
At ita height,

it encompassed an area of six counties.

According to his wife, Gaston continued the program about
eighteen years and "...discontinued it with integration when
there was no further need for it."39
integration, the black student

with the advent of

would get the same training

(in spelling) as the white students."'4®

Integration did not

end all of Gastonfs educational projects.
Gaston's involvement and interest in education and
educationally related activities gradually increased.

By

1972, he was giving both time and money to many different
schools and projects.

He had been nominated to the Board of

Trustees of the Tuskegee Institute in 1950, and he still held
that post in 1972.

In addition,

he served on the Board of

Trustees of Daniel Payne College, Birmingham, Alabama.

An

excellent opportunity for aiding black schools came when he
was appointed to the National Body of the Federation of Region¬
al Accrediting Commissions on Higher Education, the Southern
Accrediting Association, and the Board of Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (South East).^

Through his work on

these boards he could help black schools gain accreditation,

38Biriningham World, April 3>

1956.

^^Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January *4,
^Ibid.
^Newsom,

letter, February 5,

1973-
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He was also a member of the Board of the Gorgas Scholarship
Foundation.
In addition to service on boards directly involved with
education, he became involved in many civic organizations
which carried on extensive public education campaigns.

Some

ot these groups which were indirectly involved in an attempt
to educate the public on specific problems were the Board of
the Alabama Health Study Commission, the Board of the Jeffer¬
son County Drug Abuse Coordinating Commission, the Jefferson
County Mental Health Association and the Rehabilitation
Research Foundation.

The Red Mountain Museum Board and the

Alabama Zoological Society elected him as a member.

Through

Operation New Birmingham, he was involved in planning a new
technical high school and various parks and museums.
Donations of money were also made.
were in the form of scholarships.

The largest ones

In 1969, he sponsored the

first black law student at the University of Alabama by giving
him a three year $7,000.00 scholarship.^^

Later, a

revolving scholarship fund for underprivileged (black) law
students

..." was set up at both Samford University in

Birmingham and the University of Alabama Law School at
Tuscaloosa.^3

Each college had $7,000.00 in its fund.

^Birmingham World, May 17, 19o9.
^Newsom, letter, February 5,
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1972, one student was attending Samford and two or three,
the University.^

A partial list of smaller donations to

educational projects made in 1972 would include:
Benedictine Sisters - St. Paul School $25.00
Tiger Band (Fairfield High) $15.00
Social Work Dept. Oakwood College $100.00
Oakwood, Alabama
Paul Quinn College, Waco, Texas $200.00
Franciscan Sisters
$25.00
Rust College, Mississippi $1,000.00^
Miles College, Birmingham $1,000.00 ^
School affiliated groups such as the United Negro College
Fund also received contributions.
A list of Qaston's awards, honors and degrees reflect
his generous support of education.^

His many contributions

prompted the naming of a Junior High School after him.To
a great extent, however, Gaston'e reputation in educational
circles must rest on what his wife has accomplished at the
Booker T. Washington Business College.

Her reputation in the

professional education community is much greater than his.
As early as 1953, her reputation was such that she was appoint¬
ed to a three-member advisory committee "...to assist in
developing and improving library service to Negroes in
Birmingham^

She was asked to appear before the House and

^Gaston, interview, January ^, 1973i Prank A. Clayton,
private interview in Birmingham, Alabama, August 10, 1972.
^All contributions were tax deductible.
by Newsome, letter, February 5, 1973.

List supplied

^See Appendix C.
**7Mrs. Robert W, Gwin,

letter to author, August 9, 1972.

^Birmingham Post-Herald, July 25,

1953-
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Senate Subcommittees on Education and was later appointed to
President Lyndon B. Johnson's eight member Advisory Council
on Insured Loans to Vocational Students.Although she
could not have accomplished as much without Gaston's financial
backing,

she furnished the spark that created a unique avant-

garde institution of learning.

^Birmineham World, August 13, 1966.

CHAPTER VI

IP WE FAIL ...

Growing up poor and black in a Southern city presented
many problems.
experience.

Gaston knew most of them from personal

He knew of the lack of recreation, of the lack

of employment and educational opportunities, of the despair,
aimlessness and discouragement of poverty, of the problems
in a fatherless home.
also known to him.

Hany of the temptations of youth were

Because he did understand the situation

and remembered his childhood, he felt he must become Involved
in youth-oriented activities.

In addition, as a businessman

he had consistently supported all civic efforts in the commu¬
nity.

Support of youth groups was a major part of this civic

commitment.
Although his major efforts on behalf of youth were to
necessarily await a more affluent era in Gaston's career, he
worked with youth throughout his career.

During the earliest

years of his struggle to establish himself, he worked with
youth through the church.

He was an active layman in the St.

Paul's AME Church in Pairfield and later in the St. John's
AME Church in Birmingham.
sponsored activities.

As a layman, he helped plan church

Many were youth-oriented.

It was not until Gaston moved to Birmingham in the late
•thirties that he began to work directly with youth organiaa85
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tlons.

In Birmingham, he came in contact with Pauline

Fletcher Bray, one of the most dynamic Negro reformers in
Birmingham during this period.

Her major efforts were aimed

at providing some recreation facilities for Negro girls.

She

was able to help establish a camp for girls that was named in
her honor.
Bray.

By ISMlB, Gaston was working closely with Pauline

In the same year, he was chosen to chair the Board of

the Girl's Service League, the organization that officially
sponsored the Pauline Fletcher Bray Camp.1
In June, 19^5> Gaston began his first major attempt to
organize a youth group.

At that time, he organized the Smith

and Gaston Kiddie Klub in Birmingham.2

Through these clubs,

Gaston hoped to "...give the youth some recreation and outlet,
and "...to cut down on juvenile deliquency.Weekly act¬
ivities included a free movie every Saturday at the Frolic
Theatre.^

A thirty minute radio broadcast was devoted to the

club's activities every Saturday on Birmingham's WJLD.^

This

broadcast was planned and conducted by the children with a

^Birmingham World, January 30, 19^8.
2

Ibid.,» August 8#

19^7; Gastons Green Power, p.

^Minnie L. Gaston to W. E. Key, July,
given to author by Key, August 10, 1972.
^Gaston, Green Power, p.

1^8.

^Birmingham World, August 8,
6

Ibid.

19*17.

1972.

1^8.

Copy
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miniiBum of adult supervision.

"Many of the [Negro] radio

anhouncers of this city LBirmlngham] came from the group of
the Kiddie Klub."?

a Christmas party was held every year

and gifts were supplied to the children in June when the
annual anniversary party was held.®

By 1953, the club had

a niembership of eleven thousand children between the ages of
four and fifteen and it had branches throughout Alabama.^
In 1953) ^aston increased his work with youth by
establishing the A. G. Gaston Spelling Bee.^

This was the

annual event sponsored by Gaston Interests mentioned earlier.
The Bee was begun to give

"...the student the incentive to

remain in school and becoine better scholars.
In addition to the groups Gaston organized for black
youths, there were several existing organizations that accept¬
ed Negro members or that had developed separate Negro branches.
Of these organisations, Gaston worked with the Young Men's
Christian Association (YMCA), the Boy Scouts,
Clubs.

and the

The closest and longest association was maintained

with the YMCA.

This Christian organization, which was trans¬

planted from England in the 1850's. had developed a branch

^Hlnnie L. Gaston to Key to author, August 10, 1972.
^Birmingham World,
9

Ibid., July 28,

August 8, 19^7.

1953-

10

Ibid., April 3, 1956.

^Minnie L. Gaston to Key to author, August 10,

1972.
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for Negroes.^ hacj "...assisted in the adjustment of the
Negro to city life..." and offered one of the few sources of
supervised recreation for Negroes in the cities in which
Negro branches had been established.^3
however,

a3 in other facilities,

the Negro YMCAs were less well-equipped and poorer

than their white counterparts.

Gaston gave time as well as

money to the black YMCA in Birmingham.

By 19137, he was serv¬

ing as a division leader in that year's campaign for new
members.^

Because of his continued volunteer service and

financial support, he had received five awards from the YMCA
by 1972,^-*

The Boy Scouts and the ^l-R Clubs were aided more

by Gaston's donations than his volunteer service.^
While Gaston worked with groups devoted to the better¬
ment of Negro boys, his wife was involved with the equivalent
female organizations.

Her work with the Girl Scouts and the

Young Women's Christian Association was often mentioned in
the press.^7

one of the offices she held was chairwoman of

the Board of the 8th Street YWCA.^®

^Kofstadtert The United States, p.
^Franklin,

Slavery, p.

519.

4^3.

^Birmingham World, February 20,

1957.

•^See Appendix C.
■^Gaston became involved with 'l-H Clubs because of his
interest in agriculture and his ownership of farm land.
^See Birrainghaia World» March 7, 196*5 and March 11,
■^Birmingham World, May 1, 1957-

196^.
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In addition to his work with youth clubs, Gaston became
interested in efforts to supply gainful employment to black
youths.

"It hurt mo [Gaston] to see boys want to work and

unable to find a Job. "^-9

fo help supply Job opportunities to

these boys, Gaston turned his office into an "...unofficial
employment agency."20

Boys came to the office to fill out

applications for Jobs and the applicants were aided by
Gaston's office personnel.Since Gaston's businesses
required highly-trained,

full-time workers, the boys could

not be employed by Gaston himself.22
however,

Gaston was widely known,

and used his prestige to place sorae of the boys with

other businesses.23

other applicants were channeled through

various organizations such as the Neighborhood Job Corps, Job
Opportunities, and Youthpower,

Inc.

Each of the above organizations had similar goals and
purposes.

These goals were the training and subsequent place¬

ment of youths into Jobs.

The major targets for all these

organizations were school drop-outs and slum-dwelling youths,
especially those between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one.
Youth of this type had previously been considered part of the

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

159

2Q

Ibid.

^Gaston, interview, January
22

Gaston, interview, January

2

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

159.

1973.
, 1973.
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hard-core unemployable segment of society.

Many of these

forgotten boys and girls possessed talent, but because of
lack of opportunity drifted Into either crime or the welfare
lines.

The best known organization,

the Job Corps, was

established under the Economic Opportunity Act, passed in 196*1
as part of Lyndon D. Johnson's sweeping Antipoverty Campaign.2^
From this initial attempt to solve the problem of jobless
teens sprang a myriad of organizations to help find jobs and
train this youthful segment of society.

Some were community

based and financed programs such as Birrningham' a Job Oppor¬
tunities Program.
Youthpower,

Inc.

Others were of national scope such as
All hoped to curb mushrooming juvenile

delinquency and shorten ever lengthening welfare lines.
Through each organization, individuals of both races worked
to help many individuals become productive members of society.
During the

'sixties, Gaston realized that he must do more

than he had previously done for black youth.^

"There were so

many disadvantage^ kids among our people" that his existing
programs and involvement were insignificant.^6

According to

his wife, he had often told her that the boys he observed
lounging on the streets as they went to and from work reminded

^"Putting Teens to Work," Business V/eek, iSi1!,
1964), p. 82.
^Gaston, Green Power, p.
26

Ibld.

148.

(June 6,
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him of himself as a boy.^

Since Gaiston's businesses were

located downtown, they had to drive to work thruu&h the
poorest section of Birmingham.

Ke repeatedly talked of

doiHo something that would give these boys some of the
advantages that had not been available to him as a boy.

PR

If

some advantages were offered these boys, a few night succeed
and be saved from juvenile delinquency.

Over the years, Gaston

had resolved that the best method of giving aid to these boys
would be through the establishment of a boys'
center of the hard core,
One boys'

elub "...in the

unemployed section of Birmingham."29

club was already in operation in the Birmingham

area at the time Gaston conceived his plan for a club.

Gaston

"...knew that v/e could press for the inclusion of our boys in
that facility,"3®
ization, Boys'

Each club belonging to the national organ¬

Clubs of America, had to follow specific rules.

One of the rules made it necessary to operate a facility with¬
out discrimination.

To retain its affiliation with the

national group, the existing club could not refuse to accept
black applicants as members.

There were, on the other hand,

several good reasons for not demanding admittance to the
existing club and for establishing a new facility.

^Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January
2

Slirmie L. Gaston,

interview, January 4,

^^Giaston, Green Power, p.
30

Ibld., p. 155.

, 1973.

153.

1973.
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Perhaps the major deterrant to a move to force inclusion
of blacks into the existing club lay in the racial tension in
BirminghaTn.

In 1953,

it had been racked by mass demonstrations

and bombings that had shocked Birmingham and the nation.
soars remained.

The

In more cases than the conservative leadership

in the city liked to admit the wounds remained as well.

The

potential for another racial confrontation remained since many
of the promised reforms had not been forthcoming.

No one^

least of all Gaston whose continued prosperity was contingent
on racial harmony, wished to supply a cause that mi^ht inflame
the resentful black masses or the equally sullen white militants.
Gaston had another personal reason for wishing to establish
a separate boys'

club.

His ima^e in the black community of

Birmingham had become badly tarnished during the 19^3 crisis.32
The blacks felt he had not supported them with sufficient zeal.33
He needed a spectacular example that would help him reclaim
seme of his lost prestige.

Something was needed to remind the

poorer blacks that Gastcn had net "forgotten his people."

There

was, he felt, no more effective way to do this than to build an
A. G. Gaston Boys'

Club.

There was also a real need for another club.

In 1965,

3^See Chapter VII for a more detailed discussion of
the race crisis.
3^See Chapter VII.
33ibld.

n
there were ".,.63,972 boya from the ages ei^ht to sixteen
residing In Jefferson County, of this number 23.738 were
Ne^ro boys."1^

on(3 club could not possibly fill the needs

of and offer services to all the boys in the Birnin^harn area.
In addition to this factor, boys'

clubs v/ere generally built

in the poor areas they served.35

Because nost of the boys

attending a club walked to it,

a natural segregation occurred.

Both olubs would be technically open to boys of all races, but
the location of the two clubs would cause almost complete
segregation.
By 1965,

the idea of establishing, the club had become

crystali^ed to the point that Qaston began approaching civic
leaders of both races.36

He wished to assess the amount of

support he could expect when he publicly announced the project.
One official described his interview with Gaston.
put it this way.

'The city hac been good to me.

the community nomething.'
a boys'

club.

"Dr. Gaston
I feel I owe

Then he told me Ebcut his idea of

I was all for it. "37

enthusiastic and promised support.

Leaders of both races were
The following year the

campaign to raise funds for the A. G. Gaston Boys'
officially begun.

311 Birmingham News, December 10j
35^. G. Gaston Boys' Club,
Birmingham, Alabama, p. 2.

1966.

'"'We're On Our Way.'1

3^Bell, interview, August 7> 1972.
interview, August 7,

1972.

Club was
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To open the campaign for funds, Gaston donated a twostory brick edifice and the land on which the building stood
to the club.

They were valued at $50,000.0039

Pun^s needed

to renovate the building and equip the club totaled $360,000.OO39
The slogan of the drive was "Help build boys
men."11®

... not mend

An intensive advertising campaign followed and

"Birmingham answered [the plea for funds] with dollars.
Gaston felt it was "perhaps the first tangible example of the
entire oomraunity working together,

contributions both large

and small flowed in from Negro and ivhite citizens. ...
United States Steel made the club a grant of $20,000.00.^^
The fund raising campaign began in December of 1966, and the
club was officially opened October 1, 1367.^^
From its inception, the A. G. Gaston Boys'
member of the national organization of boys'
of America.

Club became a

clubs, Boys*

Clubs

Although there are differences in the individual

clubs, each one was formed for the same basic reasons.

^Clayton,
April 30, 1966.

Interview, August 10,

^Boys' Club,

The

1972, Birmingham World,

"We're On Our Way,'1 p.

6.

^0Ibld., p. 1 and p. 3^Gaston, Green Power, p. 155.
liO

Ibid.

^Birmingham World, April 5, 1967^Birmingham News, December 10, 1966; Boys'
On Our Way,M p. 4.

Club,

"We're
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brochure announcing the opening of the club proclaimed:
The Boys' Club exists solely and exclusively
for boys.
It especially provides opportunity for
boys from low income families, inadequate homes and
poor neighborhood environment.
It offers competent
guidance, wholesome companionship and supervised
recreational facilities.
Boys' Clubs are found all
over America in neighborhoods where economic and
social conditions prevent or discourage the fulfill¬
ment of basic boy needs within the family circle.
At a time when juvenile delinquency and disrespect
for law are increasing, the Boys' Club reaches into
the source area of these problems and offers a guid¬
ing hand toward development and maintenance of
decency, morality and personal ambition. 5
The club had set no small task for itself.
With the aid of representatives sent from the national
group, the board of the A. G. Gaston Boys'
plans.

Club began making

The old building was renovated by dividing it into

music and exercise rooms, library, game rooms, hobby and craft
areas,

an auditorium, a kitchen and an office area.^

The

grounds were subdivided into various athletic fields.

The

building as planned would "...ultimately serve Ub [boys]
simultaneously and allow for a total tnerabership of approximately
1500 boys."117
Boys between the ages of six and nineteen were eligible
to join,

A membership fee of $.25 a year to $1.00 a year was
hp.
assessed according to age.
A brochure on the club stated:

^Boys' Club,

"We're On Our Way," p.

2.

^Clayton, interview, August 10, 1972.
^7Boy3' Club,
^Clayton,

"We're On Our Way," p.

interview,

3.

August 10, 1972.
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No boy is ever turned away for lack of money.
If he la eight years old and doesn't have the
necessary quarter, he is asked to carry out a
basket-load of trash and is paid a quarter to
do it.
In this way, he has earned something
and has earned the rights and privileges of a
Boys' Club member.^9
No charges other than the initial membership fee were made.
All materials the boys used, such as uniforms and craft
supplies, were supplied by the club.The boys who were in
the building at six o'clock in the afternoon were served a
sandwich, milk and cookies.^

Free dinners were served to

members on holidays.52
As director of the new club, the board chose Prank
Clayton,

a former school teacher in the Jefferson County

School System and a lifetime resident of Birmingham.53
Clayton had three full-time assistants and seven part-time
assistants to help him supervise the activities of the boys.
In addition, community leaders gave lectures and police and
Juvenile court officials paid regular visits to the club.^^

^Boys'

Club,

"We're On Our Way," p.

4.

50Clayton, interview, August 10, 1972.
•^Boys1

Club,

"We're On Our Way," p.

4.

-^Approximately two thousand boys were served Christmas
dinner in 1972.
O&ston, interview, January 4, 1973.
^3ciayton, Interview, August 10, 1972.
^Boys' Club,

"We're On Our Way," p. 4.

55lbld.; Gaston, Green Power, p. 158; Bell, interview,
August 7, 1972.

The boys were at first afraid of the police, but had become
accustomed to the weekly visits after a few months.

Some

were later to volunteer to help the police because they did
not want anyone to reflect on the club.-^
made almost daily visits to the club.57

Gaston himself
one article said

Gaston spent "...aminimum of fifteen to twenty hours a week
at the club."58
The activities at the at the club were similar to
scheduled activities of most boys'

clubs.

usual emphasis on physical training.
ized and games were scheduled.

There was the

Team sports were organ¬

A swimming program was added

after the club had been in operation for several years.59
Games, boxing, wrestling> exercise classes and other Indoor
sports were an integral part of the program.

Craft and hobby

areas were provided witn constant adult supervision and the
boys were encouraged to gain competence in such practical
areas as woodworking.

Music rooms gave the boys a quiet area

to listen to records and to practice on instruments.

Books

for all ages were made available through the library.

To

increase their reading enjoyment and to help the boys attain
their proper reading level were the goals of a remedial read-

5^Gaston, Green Power, p.

139.

57ciayton) Interview, August 10, 1972; Gaston,
January 4, 1973^Birmingham News, March 3? 1969.
59ciayton, interview, August 10, 1972.

interview,
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ing class that was added to the club program.^0
In addition to the practical skills the above activities
offered, the club initiated a medical and health education
program.
ination.

The boys were given an annual free medical exam¬
^

The

correction of physical defects discovered in

this examination became one of the goals of the club.

Since

the majority of the boys who frequented the club came from
poor families,

this yearly check-up was the only medical care

they received.

The health education classes became an impor¬

tant part of the planned activities offered members.^
Using the aforementioned activities and programs, the
club tried

,(

...to build useful citizens who will be a credit

to themselves and their community when they reach adulthood."^3
Perhaps the most mundane reason of all for beginning and
backing the club was given by Qaston in his remarks in a
brochure announcing the opening of the new club and requesting
continued community support.

He said:

The world we live in twenty-five years from
now will be governed, not by us, but by the
boys we train today.
If we train them well,
we have no need to fear.
If we fail....
Failure would mean that all Gaston and his generation had

k^Gaston, Green Power, p.
k^Boys1

Club,

62

Ibld., p.

5.

6

3ibld., p.

3.

fiU

Boys'

Club,

157.

"We're On Our Way," p.

4.

"We're On Our Way," p.

1.
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worked for would be destroyed.
By 1972, Gaston was deeply Involved with programs to
benefit youth.

He was president of the A. G. Gaston Boys'

Club and had been elected to serve on the board of the Boys'
Clubs of America in 1967.

The Boys'

Club was given credit

for a decline in Juvenile delinquency in the area it served.^
He was appointed to the Jefferson County Drug Abuse Coordinat¬
ing Commission and had retained his seat on the board of the
19th Street Branch of the YMCA.

He was working through the

Community Affairs Committee of Operation New Birmingham and
the Mayor's Council on Youth Opportunity with the Police
Athletic Teams program and various recreation projects.

His

contributions in this area had garnered him at least a dozen
different awards and citations and a large amount of
publicity.66

->The author could find no figures to
allegation but several sources believed it
Clayton, interview, August 10, 1972; L. H.
naire to author, September 21, 1972; Bell,
August 7, 1972.
66see Appendix C.

support this
to be the case.
Evena, question¬
interview,

CHAPTER VII

THE KINGFISH?

Until recent years Gaston's enterprises and many ventures
have originated within the Negro community and have been
nurtured by the black race.
made him successful.
ors,

Blacks provided the money that

They were the policy holders, the deposit¬

the clients, the raw material that went into the maw of

Gaston's wizardry to create a financial empire.

All he had

he owed to the little black man.1
In return, Gaston has provided quality services through
his enterprises and financial leadership.

Through his

ventures he created Jobs for hundreds of talented blacks who
would have otherwise not been given employment.

In addition,

his businesses served as a showcase to prove that if blacks
were given the training and opportunities they could succeed.
The insurance company and bank made available millions of
dollars in mortgage money for black churches, schools, busi¬
nesses,

and individuals.

Using his financial position as a

lever, he has also influenced the policies of others in hir¬
ing blacks.

One example of this was his insistence that black

workers be employed on all his construction projects.^

Another

^•Both Gaston and his wife readily admitted this in the
personal interviews they gave the author.
2

Louls J. Willie, questionnaire to author, July 25,
100

1972.
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was the purchase of "...more than $100,000.00 worth of cars
from an agency after It hired a Negro salesman.
In addition to his obvious encrraous financial imp&ce on
his race, Gaston made contributions in other areas.

He

provided educational and recreational opportunities for them
through his work in youth and education.

He had a great deal

of Influence via his position in his church.

In Birmingham,

Gaston served as one of the main individuals who opened the
civic arena to blacks and applied continuous pressure to have
them included on decision-making boards.

Many contributions

were also made to the movement to achieve civil equality.
Gaston was never to take the forefront in the push for
civil rights.

He was first and foremost a businessman whose

major interest was making money.

As a black who felt the

pinch of segregation and as a black who depended on other
blacks to patronize his businesses3 he could not afford to
remain completely out of the movement.
erously to the rights movement.

He contributed gen¬

His own approach to the

problem of attaining equality and integration could best be
described in his own words.

In a speech in 1965, he said:

"There is nothing wrong with the American Constitution.

We

only need to see that it Is obeyed.Gaston wanted to work

^"Personality," Birmingham Magazine, p.
^Birmingham World, May 29,

1965.

32.
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within the existing system to bring about the needed changes.
One such method to achieve change was support of numer¬
ous movements originating in the Negro community to bring
grievances before the white power structure.

A few of the

petitions and hearings with which he was affiliated were the
following:

In 19^7» Gaston headed a conunittee that wrote a

protest of the racially inspired revocation of a city permit
for the construction of a Negro theatre.5

The committee was

composed of members of the Birmingham Negro Business League.
In 19b5> he was named associate presiding officer of a
meeting of twenty-one Negro leaders to decide how to deliver
a petition en masse to Mayor Albert Boutwell.

The petition

had been drawn up earlier by over one hundred Negro leaders.^
It contained
"...proposals on employment, health and welfare,
alleged police brutality, housing, public accommo¬
dations, edugation, mass-media and the anti-poverty
program....
One white Birmingham paper urged the fullest hearing be given
the resolutions.

It quoted Gaston as saying "if you don't

get behind those of us here, you're going to have outside
people."^

This was a subtle threat by Gaston since Birmingham

^Ibid., December 16, 19*17 •
^Birmingham News, May 16, 1965.
7

Ibid., May Ik,

8

Iblct., May 16,

9

1965.
1965.

Ibid. , May 1*1, 1965.
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remembered all too well the 1963 race riots which had been
led by outsiders.

In 1969} Gaston and one of his employees,

Louis J. Willie, were two of twenty-one Negroes who testified
before a Grand Jury investigating charges of police brutality.
G&ston was the first black witness called.^

These were just

a few of many of Gaston's efforts to achieve changes through
petitions.
He also became personally involved in organizations
whose chief aim was improving the position of the black race
in society.

He was one of the main organizers of the Urban

League in Birmingham and gave the League office space in his
building rent free.12

Pounded in New York in 1911, the League

was a bi-racial organization whose major goal was the opening
up of new job opportunities for blacks.^3

A branch organisa¬

tion was not established In Birmingham until the 1960's.-^
The League has made its major contributions in the areas of
low-cost housing and on-the-job training programs.

In

Birmingham, it has also served as an employment agency for
the underprivileged.1^5

By approaching individual employers

Birmingham Post-Herald, April 23, 1965.
^Birmingham Post-Herald, April 25, 1969.
1O

Snyder W.
August 8, 1972.

Smyer, private interview, Birmingham, Alabama,

^Franklin, Slavery, p.

Ml.

•^Key, interview, August 10,
15

Ibid.

1972.
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with applications from qualified blacks, it has managed to
place many in positions and open new areas of opportunity.
It, also, has a program of social work and served as a work¬
shop for black social workers.

It should be stressed that

this organization worked through the white pc»w®^ structure
and could be considered the most conservative of the race
groups,

flaston served as treasurer of the Birminghani Urban

League and served on the Board of the National Urban League.
As a member of the NAACP and of the NAACP Defense Fund. he
was involved in the continuous and expensive litigation of
the NAACP.

He was involved, however, only so far as he was

a member of these societies and he gave them money.

It was

the little black man who took the risks of bringing the actual
cases that were responsible for breaking the legal barriers
set up to retard the growth of the black race.

Although he

was not a member of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference or the Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights,
he contributed funds to both these organizations and to the
movements and demonstrations they led.

The Frontiers of

America chapter that was organized in Birmingham in 1960 was
a "...national service organization on the pattern of Kiwanis,
Exchange, Rotary and Lions Clubs.Gaston was a charter
member of this black organization.
In addition to helping further the civil rights movements

^Birmingham Post-Herald, August 28, 1970.
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via race organizations, Gaston furnished financial aid in
specific rights cases.

Instances In which Gaston gave aid

to participants in racial protests include the following:
In December of 1955, one of the most famous Negro protests
of the black crusade began in riontgomery, Alabama, with the
arrest of Rosa Parks.

The ensuing Montgomery bus boycott

lasted almost exactly a year and ended in success for the
black cause.

The boycott brought to national prominence

Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., the man who was to lead the
non-violent crusade for black rights until his assassination
in April of 1968.

Gaston "...supported Martin King's bus

boycott in Montgomery."*?'
boycott coranerci&lly but

He approached King about using the
"I couldn't get along with Martin;

he started talking to me about love."*®
In 1956,. Polly Myers and Arthurine Lucy attempted to
integrate the University of Alabama.

When they were refused

admittance and needed jobs, Gaston hired them.

Emory 0.

Jackson, who had told Gaston the women needed but could not
find Jobs,

said Gaston paid the two women "...more than they

could have wade teaching school."*^
When Negro residents of Tuskegee were faced with
gerrymandering in 1957 to prevent them from participating in

^Gaston, interview, January ^, 197318

Ibid.

*9jackson, interview, August 10, 1972.
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city politics, Claston threw the economic strength of his
businesses behind the resistance movement.
endorsed

In a speech, he

n

...the orderly manner in which you have gone about

voluntarily exercising your right to spend your money where
you feel your business is appreciated. "20 u-^ged them to
practice thrift and support Negro firms,

such as his.

He

"...assured the members of the Tuskegee Civic Association
that our company was willing to take up any mortgage where
undue presaure was bein^ applied..."
mortgage money to Negroes.21

and to supply needed

Over $100,000.00 of the money

to build the ABC Supermarket came from Gaston Enterprises.^^
Although all these investments were extremely profitable for
Gaston.

he took an Initial financial risk.

King got help from Gaston again in the Selma to
Montgomery March held ir. 1965.

Gaston learned that the march¬

ers had no place to atop during the four day trip.

He let

them camp on his eighty acre farm in Lowndes County.^
Gaston was naturally more involved in the racial unrest
in Birmingham proper.

The story of Birmingham's riot period

is so well known that there will be only a brief recapitulation

20

Birmingham World, July 17, 1957.

21

Ibid.
OaBton* Green Power, p.

2

118.

^Gaston, interview, January 1, 1973; Congressional
Recordj 89th Cong., 1 Seas.,, p. 6528.
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here.The campaign which had been planned for months began
with sit-ins and picketing on April 33 19^3This was the
day after the run-off election for mayor between rabid segrega¬
tionist Eugene "Bull" Connor and moderate Albert Boutwell.
Boutwell won the run-off, but Connor refused to step down as
Commissioner.^

This in reality left the city without leader¬

ship during the worst of the riot period.

Boutwell did not

assume his duties until May 23, when his election was unan¬
imously upheld by the Alabama Supreme Court.

By that time, a

settlement had been reached and an uneasy truce was in effect.
The campaign to eliminate segregation in Birmingham was
led by Martin Luther Kingj Ralph Abernathy and Fred Lee
Shuttlesworth.

Shuttlesworth was a veteran fighter for Negro

rights in Birmingham and had had his home and his church

oil
'The author gathered the information on the riot period
from various sources.
The Binuirigham newspapers., world, Mews,
and Post-Herald, gave dally accounts of the riots and proved~
an invaiuaui'fc source of liiformation.
A concise discussion
of the period from King's point of view can be found in
William Robert Miller, Luther Kiiig, Jr.:
His life,
martyrdom and meaning fbr*~THe world (flew YorF: WeyEright
and Talley , Inc.,
pp. 130-152 .
^Milie-r, Klnc» P-

13^.

^Before ly62, Birmingham had a commission form of city
government.
Connor was one of three commissioners.
In 1962,
the electorate voted to adopt the mayor-council form.
In the
election for mayor, no one polled a majority.
Consequently,
a run-off was held between the two top candidates.
When
Connor lost to Boutwell and saw he would not retain control
of the city, he claimed he and the other commissioners could
not be replaced until their term was over and refused to give
his office to Boutwell.
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bombed as early as 1957King and Abernathy were "out¬
siders."

These leaders planned a series of non-violent

doraonstrations that would put continuous pressure on the
white power structure and the white businessmen,^®

The demon

etratlons were to last as long as necessary to obtain an
equitable settlejnent.
The April campaign stretched into May and consisted of
two major phases.

The first phase consisted of almost daily

marches of volunteers, sit-ins, and picketing of downtown
stores.

One march held on Good Fridays April 12th, resulted

in the jailing of King until April 20th.

Another tactic

employed by blacks in this first phase called for Negroes to
attempt to attend services at white churches.

Some churches

allowed them to attend and invited them back.

The second

and more intensive phase began on May 2nd.

On that day, ten

large waves of children were thrown into the streets as
demonstrators.^9
movement.

This was a new tactic in the civil rights

One biographer of King extolled the new tactic as

as brilliant and "...one of the most momentous decisions in

^Gaston, Green Power, p.
2

®Miller, King, p.

29

Miller, King, p.

135.
1^1.

118.
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the history of Negro protest."3°

Whatever the merits or

demerits of this tactic, it forced a truce and subsequent
settlement.
The settlement, officially unveiled by King on May 10,
provided for:
(1) Desegregation of lunch counters, rest rooms,
fitting rooms, and drinking fountains in all
downtown stores within 90 days.
(2) Plaoement of Negroes in previously all-white
clerical and sales positions in the stores,
through upgrading or hiring, within 60 days,
(3) Release of prisioners.
(4) Firm establishment of permanent communication
between white and black leaders.31
As far as King was concerned, the campaign was over and the
demonstrations were at an end.

He considered the settlement

a complete victory for the black cause.
White extremists were not content to let matters rest
here.

On Saturday, May 11th, explosions rocked the Negro

community.

In the upper class Negro community of Ensley, two

bornbs partially destroyed the home of Reverend A. D.

King,

Martin King's brother and one of the leaders of the demon¬
strations.

Another bomb ripped through the A. 0. Gaaton Motel

30Lerone Bennett, Jr., What Manner of Man:
A Biography
of Martin Luther King, Jr.
CChieago:
Johnson Publishing
Co., 1964), p. 152.
Both this biography and the Miller
biography were extremely complimentary toward King.
The
Bennett biography won the Pulltaer Prize for biography in
196M.
^Miller, King, p.

1^6.
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which had served as headquarters for King and other out-oftown members of the movement.

Negroes were calmed by A. D.

Xing in the Ensley neighborhood and a riot was narrowly
averted.

The Gaston Motel, however, was located in downtown

Birmingham.

Here violence erupted and a full scale riot

developed that lasted several hours and resulted in the
destruction of thousands of dollars worth of white property.3^
This riot was called the Mother's Day Riot.
After the Mother's Day Riot, an uneasy peace ensued and
Birmingham spent a tense summer.

Then violence and. riots

erupted again in September when an effort was made to integrate
the schools.
and Gaston.

Bombs exploded in the homes of Arthur Shores
On September 15, a bomb was tossed through the

window of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church.

The Church

had been the central organizing center and starting point for
the non-violent demonstrations in April and May.
morning and Sunday School was in session.
a room full of little girls;
sons were injured.33

It was Sunday

The bomb landed in

four were killed and twenty per¬

White Birmingham was stunned; black

Birmingham "...went wild with the desire for revenge."3^

The

32Accordlng to Prank Clayton in his Interview with the
author, the motel is located in one of the poorest and rough¬
est black neighborhoods in Birmingham.
He said of the res¬
idents:
"They would participate in a riot to have something
to do,"
Again he said:
"A man with nothing to lose is a
dangerous man and these people had nothing to lose."
Clayton,
Interview, August 10, 1972.
33Miller, King, p.

151.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

.13*).

"1 JL
1 ^x.
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rest of America and the world were horrified.

This event

and the resulting riot proved to be the climax of the racial
strife of 1963.

With the specter of total civil was looming

on the horizon, leaders on both sides worked for peace and
equitable solutions.
During the entire period of strife, Gaston was intricately
involved.

The initial planning for the Birmingham campaign

began more than six month before the actual demonstrations
began.

Gaston obviously knew something of these plans because

they were made in a "...command post in room 30 of the A, G„
Gaston Motelj'^S and Gaston "...paid their rent."36

Gaston

continued to pay the rent throughout April and May even when
he disagreed with the policies followed by the demonstration
leaders.37

He also furnished money on other occasions.

Thou¬

sands of the non-violent demonstrators were arrested and jailed.
Of the total $237,000.00 bond money required for their release,
Gaston guaranteed $160,000.00.

3^Miller, King, p.
3^Gaston,

Martin Luther King was arrest-
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interview, January 4, 1973.

^According to Gaston in his interview with the author
in January 4, 1973^ he did not approve of the use of children
in the street demonstrations because it recklessly exposed
them to danger.
He felt they should be allowed to partici¬
pate if they knew what was transpiring, but many of the
demonstrators were as young as six years old.
Actual figures were taken from Gaston, Green Power,
p. 123.
See also Shores, interview, August 8}~Y972; WlHie,
questionnaire to author, July 25, 1972.
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ed twice during the Birrainghain demonstrations.

When he was

arrested for the second time, his and Ralph Abernathy's bail
was set at $2,500-00 each.

Gaston placed the $5,000.00 bond

with a bondsman for their immediate release.^
Gaston was actually involved in some of the strategy
meetings.

An example of one such meeting was reported in the

Negro press.

On April 12, eleven days after the demonstra-

tiona had begun, he presided over a meeting of local citizens
and Martin Luther King to discuss the plans of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and the Alabama Christian
Movement for Human Rights.^®

In the speech he delivered to

the group, he left no doubt that he supported the Negro cause
and the non-violent demonstrations.

In part he said:

There is no doubt in my mind, or in the mind
of any of us, concerning the aspirations of the Negro
citizens in this community and throughout the country.
We want freedom and justice; and we want to be able
to live and work with dignity in all endeavors where
we are qualified.
We also want the privilege of access
to those facilities that will make an individual
qualified.
We also want to contribute our share
for the progress of the community.^
He also left no doubt that he wanted the demonstrations
ended as soon as possible.
In the same speech, he chided the local leaders, both
black and white,

for their failure to assume their natural

position and to bring about an equitable solution to the

^Millar, King, p.

145.

^Birmingham World, April 13, 1963.
4l

Ibid.
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problems through negotiation.

He said:

The problems that Birmingham now faces were faced
by other great Southern cities, and to the credit
of these great cities which lie within a short
distance of us, the local leaders of these commu¬
nities got their minds, talents and energies to¬
gether and solved their respective problems.^
A line of communication had to be set up between blacks and
whites in Birmingham similar to the ones set up in other
oities.

Negotiations had to take place and the time was past

when the two opposing communities should have met at the
conference table.

Gaston made it clear that he was making

himself available to help bring about a settlement.
It was in this area of negotiation that Gaston played
his most pivotal role.

Snyder W. Smyer was president of the

Chamber of Commerce during the crisis and head of the white
merchants'

committee that was finally able to negotiate a

settlement.

This committee was composed of one hundred

members of the business community in Birmingham and they
employed approximately eighty per cent of the people in the
Birmingham area.^3
the committee.^

Gaston was one of the black members of
Smyer said of Gaston's role:

He was the number one opener, the outstanding
leader.
If he hadn't of been, I don't think
some of the others [isiegroes] would have....
I would give him credit for being able to bring
together the white and black.^5

^Ibid.
^shores, interview, August 8, 1972.
filler, King, p.

145.

^Smyer, interview, August 8, 1972.
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Federal Judge Hobart H. Grooms, who was himself in an unenvi¬
able position in Birmingham since he had consistently ruled
against segregation said:
Dr, Gaston was a moderating influence in calm¬
ing the extremist, but at the same time he
supported the blacks in the racial crisis with¬
out alienating the whites.^6
Family Court Judge 0. Ross Bell, a traffic judge at the time
of tne riots, defined Gaston's position in this manner:
he made a concerted effort along with other
blacks to establish a bridge of coramunication
and unoerotanding which would enable the
community to peacefully resolve their
differences.^'
Sheriff Melvln Bailey said:
Dr. Gaston, was, in my opinion, an inter¬
mediary during the racial crisis because of
his privilege to personally eoiamunlcate with
both the black and white leadership.^®
Louis J. Willie, executive vice-president of Gaston Interests,
maintained:
He [Gaston] took a position that he has main¬
tained consistently - blacks and whites must
work together - not against each other if a
comraunity is to grow and prosper.^9

^Hobart H. Grooms, questionnaire to author, July 22,
1972.
At the time of the author's interview with Grooms in
August, he was working on an election case that dealt with
the black-white controversy.
There were elaborate security
measures taken around the Federal Building where his office
was located because of bomb threats.
^Bell, interview, August 7, 1972.
^Melvln Bailey, questionnaire to author, July 21,
^Willie, questionnaire, July 25, 1972.
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Roper Dial, head of Sears, Roebuck and Company's stores In
Birmingham,

said Gaston "...provided council to leadership

on both sides.Negro educator Leon Kennedy,

called Gaston

a "mediator in the racial conflict of 1963."^1

Arthur Shores

who served as attorney for approximately three thousand Jailed
demonstrators said Gaston "...was one of the leading ones in
contact with negotiating a settlement."^2
Gaston served as an intermediary.
whites and then blacks.

He would meet with

He told the whites what the blacks

wanted and carried the white proposals back to the black
leaders.

Gaston said:

I'd talk with King and Shuttiesworth and try
to get them to cool things down and then I'd
go over here and talk with the whites.53
He saw "...a need for no further division," and attempted to
work between the two groups to end the unrest.^
The first negotiations were carried on in secret.

Smyer

described them by saying:
He [Gaston] would sneak up this alley behind my
office to see me and we would sneak off downtown

-*0Roper Dial, questionnaire to author.

October 15,

1972.

^Leon Kennedy, questionnaire to author, February 5,
^Shores, interview, August 3, 1972.
53Gastons interview, January ^, 1973^Minnie L.

Gaston, interview, January
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somewhere to meet him....
Those were tough
times with the comral as loner [Eugene "Bull" Connor],
the police and the Klu Klux Kian.
That's when
they broke all the windows out of ray house....
The eoranittee didn't want to tell who they were.55
The behind-the-scenes manipulations were complex and many
samll meeting were held.

Later during the period,

there

were federal representatives at the oonferences of black and
white business leaders.

Gaston was present at many of these

bi-racial conferences.
As one of the workers to bring about a settlement,
Gaston put himself in an awkward position.
target for extremists on both sides.

He became a

The black militants

accused him of being an "Uncle Tom" because he was not
demonstrating and was holding meetings with whites.5^

The

Southern Christian Leadership Conference leaders felt
"betrayed" when Gaston had King released the second time.57
Gaston felt, however, that King was "...needed to calm and
control the colored coramunlty"58 during that critical last
week of negotiations before the settlement was reached.
When Gaston spoke out sharply against the use of school

55smyer> interview, August 8, 1972.
^According to Clayton in his interview with the author,
August 10, 1972, Gaston was called a super Uncle Tom.
In
Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973, Gaston conceded that he
was called names by the black militants.
-^Miller, King, p.
5^aaston,

1^5-

Green Power, p.

124.

children as demonstrators, he was again assailed by the
militants.59

Hia financial support of the denonstrators

was no secret and his speeches made it clear the aims of the
non-violent movement were the same as his.
was not popular with segregationists.

Consequently, he

White extremists bomb¬

ed his motel, the headquarters for the non-violent movement.
When his home was bombed on September 7th, he
...kept wondering why our house had been bombed
and which political faction was responsible.
I
had bean accused by some in the white community
of supporting the so-called radicals by providing
motel accommodations and bond for civil rights
deruonatrators.
At the same time I was being
criticized by the leaders of the "rights" movement
because of my conservatism, & charge stemming from
newspaper statements.
Was there a possibility
that I was being attacked by the more militant
Negro leadership or the Klan?"^
Well he might wonder because the culprits were never appre¬
hended.

Gaston hired guards to protect his home after the

bombing.^
The position Gaston took during the 1963 crisis was
clear, but the reasons for his stand were not.

While support¬

ing the aims of the non-violent demonstrators, he worked
diligently to get black and white leaders to the conference
table and to solve the difficulties as speedily as possible.
He spoke repeatedly against violence and lawlessness and for

^Gaston, interview, January
^Gaston, Green Power, p.
6l

Ibid.J p.

132.

131.
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reason and restraint.

As to why he took this position, there

were probably several contributing factors.

Gaston,

like all

the busiziessraen who were able to eventually settle the dispute
was motivatefl by a desire to return to normalcy or businessas-usual.

It was only under peaceful conditions that they

could resume their quest for profits.
all,

A businessman,

after

is in business for the sole purpose of making money and

social disorder disrupts this process.

There was another

aspect of the self-interest motive as well.

The actual

demonstrations took place in a two square mile area that
comprised downtown Birmingham.^2
of Gaston's businesses.

Within this area lay most

As long as the demonstrations con¬

tinued, the danger that full scale violence would erupt and
destroy his life's work existed.

He had cause to worry.

home and motel were bombed and the recently completed A.

His
G.

Gaaton Building was damaged by streams of vmter from fire
hoses used to batter the demonstrators.^3

Snyder Smyer

sharply rejected the "profit motive."
I don't think he was.
Any more than I was.
He did as his conscience dictated and what
he rightfully saw was for the good of the
community as a whole.6*
David G. Orrell, executive director of the Jefferson County

^Boutwell,

interview, August 8, 1972.

k^Qaston, Green Power> p.

116.

^Smyer, Interview, August 8,

1972.
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Community Chest, added yet another explanation.

He said:

...as I understand Dr. Gaston, one of his
great sorrows is that most Black anti-social
and anti-establishment behavior does a great
deal more harm to other Blacks than it does
to society as a whole.
It is for this very
practical reason that Dr. Gaston is opposed
to violence in racial matters.65
The longer the non-violent demonstrations continued the great¬
er the danger that militants on both sides might force a
confrontation.

Race war would not solve the problems and the

Negro would lose.

Qaston's reasons for acting as he did were

probably a complex mixture of all of the above factors.

It

should be pointed out, moreover, that his actions during the
riot period were consistent with his whole approach to the
rights movement.

He attempted to foster the aims of the

blacks through reason and at the conference table and to work
within the system to bring about needed changes.
Since Birmingham had a reputation of being a "tough"
cityj

the 1963 crisis was not the end of racial tension there.

Another serious threat to peace came in 1965.

A magazine

article entitled "Birmingham Two Years Later" morosely survey¬
ed the city.

The author stated:

After an outbreak of rioting, there is a
national tendency - perhaps even a need to equate quiet with racial progress.
If
Negroes are not out in the streets, then
all must be well.
But things can be going
better than bad without going well enough

65orrell, interview, August 7, 1972.
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to allay the danger of violence or to assure
the prospects of meaningful black and white
advance
Such was the case in Birmingham.

The causes of the earlier

violence had not been removed and in many cacas no progress
had been made to implement the promises made in 1963blacks viere ''...ready to go into tae streets again."0'''

Many
All

was needed was a leader and a spark to set off the smoldering
unrest.
The spark almost came over the registration of blacks to
vote in 1965.

Civil rights organizations staged marches to

encourage voter registration of qualified blacks before the
November elections.^®

This drive was the result of the lossen-

ing of restrictions on Negro voters caused by the passage of
the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Birmingham,

fearing a recur¬

rence of violence similar to that of 1963, held its breath.^9
Since the blacks lacked aggressive leadership and no incident
occured to enrage them, violence did not materialize.
Through his work with the Community Affairs Committee
and other groups, Gaston continued his role as mediator and

66paul Good, "Birmingham Two Years Later,"
XXXIII (December 2, 1965), p. 21.
67

Ibld.. p.

The Reporter,

22.

For daily accounts of the marches see the Birmingham
World, News and Post-Herald for the months August thru November.
k^Gaston, Green Power, p.
^0Good,

146.

"Birmingham Two Years Later," p.

21.
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and used his influence to further the civil rights cause
throughout the

'sixties.

lie worked mainly to get blacks

better jobs and to have blacks included in areas where
decisions relevant to black progress were made.

Part of

his efforts included continued pressui*e on the city to hire
black policemen.

He held

...special classes at Booker T. Washington for
men taking the police examination.
We trained
them to a point they could almost have passed
a b^jj* examination, and they still didn't make

Much progress needed to be made before blacks received a fair
hearing in Birmingham.
Although Gaston considered himself an important member of
tne black community, he never considered himself a spokesman
for the black race.

Emory Jackson, editor of the black news¬

paper in Birmingham,

said Oaston told the white leaders during

the 1963 riots that "...he was not the leader the people
trusted.Jackson claimed "...the whites wanted one or two
blacks they could deal with as a system of control" and have
consistently turned to Gaston as the leader in Birmingham.73
In an article in The Reporter, it was put more bluntly.
City Hall describes Gaston as a spokesman and
leader of the Negro community; a civil-rights
worker says:
"Gaston couldn't lead two Negroes

^Good,

"Birmingham Two Years Later," p.

72Jackson,
73

Ibid.

interview, August 10, 1972.

25.
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across the street or speak for them if they
were mute."
Gaston Inclines toward the latter
view.
"The colored people here don't have any
voice," he told me.
"There's plenty of poverty,
plenty of suffering.
They need someone to
strike the match.
Who the hell have they got
to speak for them?
Me?
Listen, I don't have
to answer to anyone.
I came up the hard way.
But I'm a property owner.
It's good to get
rid of the rats, but I don't want to burn down
my house doing it."™
He did consider that as the largest Negro businessman in the
Birmingham area he should be considered in discussions
between local black and white leaders.

At one point in his

career, he put it this way:
As a native of Alabama and a taxpaying, firstclass citizen of Birmingham and Jefferson County,
as an employer of a large number of people, whose
total earnings are more than a million dollars a
year, and with several million dollars invested
in this area.
I feel I am qualified to have a
right to be concerned, not only about myself or
my business, but about the hundreds of employees
and their families who are associated with me as what affect the good name and economy of this
community, good or bad, affects all of us who
benefit from this community.75
Since solutions would affect him, he should be allowed to
have a voice in the conferences that made the decisions.
Although he did not consider himself a spokesman for
the black community, he did assume the role of mentor and
model.

According to his close friend and associate, Arthur

^Good,

"Birmingham Two Years Later," p.

^Gaston, Green Power, p.

132.
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Shores, this role grew on him as a result of hie accomplish¬
ments and was not consciously assumed.76

Gaston constantly

preached to his people and his message was always the same.
He used slogans to popularize his ideas.

He taught that:

A part of all you earn is yours to keep.
Pay yourself first.
Save a part of all you earn.''
These slogans run continually through his speeches.

His

counsel on thrift and attempt to educate blacks on the value
and power of money was needed.78

as Gaston said too much

money ran through the hands of the blacks and little stayed
as savings and as real property.79
sumers rather than savers.

Blacks tended to be con¬

He also served as an inspiration

to other blacks because he_, and uneducated black boy in the
segregated South, had accumulated a fortune.
done it, they could do it, too.

Since he had

To help others succeed,

Gaston formulated his "Recommendations for Success."
were:
1. Save a part of all you earn.
doesn't spoil.
It keeps.

Money

2. Establish a reputation at a bank or
savings and loan association.
Save
at an established Institution and
borrow there.

7^Shores, interview, August 8, 1972.
77Birmingham World, January 7, 195978jacksonJ interview, August 10, 1972.
79Birmingham World, July 17,

1957.
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3. Take no chances with your money.
A man
who has no money to lose has no business
gambling.
4. Never borrow anything that,
It, you con't pay back.

if forced to

5. Don't get "big-headed" with the "little
fellows."
That's where the money is.
6. Don't have so much pride.
suit for a year or two.
7-

Wear the same

Find a need and fill it. Successful
businesses are founded on the needs of
the people.

8. Stay in your own class. Never run around
with people you can't compete with.
9. Once you get money or a reputation for
having money, people will give you money.
10.

Once you reach a certain bracket, it is
very difficult not to make money."Q

These rules had worked for him and they would work for others
As one individual said,

"Gaston was telling them,

'Don't act

like a nigger and go out and spend your whole paycheck on
Saturday night."®1
The inspiration theme reappeared when he began the Boys'
Club.

He felt that he could "give the boys some inspiration.

This was especially so since, according to Qaston,
O^
very few blacks that a black boy can look up to."10

"there are
Qaston

S^A. G. Gaston, "Recommendations for Success."
Leaflet
given out by Citizens' Federal Savings and Loan Association,
Birmingham, Alabama.
8l

The source of this quote wishes to remain anonymous.

^Gaston,

interview, January 4,

1973.

83Qas ton,

interview, January 4, 1973-
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had been poor and he had made money by working through the
system, maybe,

they could make it,

too.

The theme that runs

throughout his autobiography was '!If I can do it,

so can ycu."^

Uaston felt that he was an example of what could be accom¬
plished..

His wife said he showed the "...possibilities of

growth without any of the advantages and in a world not
friendly."^5
How Gaston saw himself and how other blacks saw him were
two entirely different matters.
him were mixed.

The feelings of blacks toward

There was a great deal of pride on the part

of many because he had succeeded.
and respect for him.

Many expressed admiration

Some seemed to actually revere him.

Con¬

versely, there was also an element of envy or jealousy as
there always is when someone had achieved great success and
wealth.

Respondents to a questionnaire on Gaston seemed to

feel that most blacks were generally proud of Gaston, but that
this pride was not unmixed with envy.

One suggested that there

was "...perhaps a feeling that he has become far removed from
the majority of the black community."86
director of the Boys' Club,

said:

Prank Clayton,

"Black people in this

Q^Gaston never actually said this, but this is the idea.
In his foreward he saia, "If putting my experiences into
book form can help even one Individual to find the way to a
better life...."
^Minnie L. Gaston,
^b3ell,

interview, January '1,

interview, August 7,

1972.

1973.
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community expect him to do it all."87
that

Minnie Gaston felt

"sometimes he is not well thought of in the black

community" because of their bitterness over their plight.®®
They feel anyone who achieved success against the impossible
odds that a segregated society placed against them must have
"...sold them out."89

Emory Jackson quoted Gaston as saying

"the only thing the black people had against me was I was a
success."90

&7ciayton, interview, August 10,

1972.

^Minnie L. Gaston, interview, January
"ibid.
9Qjackson, interview, August 10,

1972.
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CHAPTER VIII

WAVES AND RIPPLES

In the new emphasis on black history and contributions,
one fact should not be overlooked.

Just as it would be

impossible to study American history without cognisance of
the existence of the rest of the world, so would it be
impossible to study blacks without cognizance of whites.

The

events in the black community reverberated in the white, and
vice versa.

Consequently, Gaston's influence and wealth were

felt in the entire community, not just in the black.
Financially speaking, Gaston contributed enormous
wealth to the community.

By 1972, he operated nine businesses

in Birmingham that employed a total of 438 persons.
annual payroll was $2,219,349.23; total capital,
total assets,

$30,661,907.21.

The total

$18,174,966.22;

Using the contemporary cycle

theory and the present multiplier rate of three and fivetenths, Gaston's enterprises poured $7,767,722.31 into the
business community in wages alone each year.1
$11,362,178.59 in loans in force.

The bank had

Using the same rate in this

^■The contemporary cycle theory is based on the concepts
of the multiplier and the accelerator.
The multiplier is
the numerical relationship between investment and income
that results from it.
The accerator is the change in consumer
demand and its affect on the demand for durable equipment.
Raymond T. Bye, Principles of Economics (New York:
AppletonCentury-Crofts, Inc., 195^), pp. 2?5-2^0.
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instance would add $39,767,636.27 to the community's growth.
Even in a city of 300,910^ people, this anjount of wealth
added to the community would have a profound effect on the
economic scene.
Gaston influenced the white community by his "...agoniz¬
ing and disturbing presence on boards...."3

No man who took

part in as many civic organizations and held a position on as
many decision-making; boards as Gaston could fail to touch the
entire community.

One example showing how much power he could

exert was his presence on the Jefferson County Planning and
Zoning Board.

This would also serve to judge his standing in

the overall business coraiuunity since he "...did not seek the
job.1'11

The white members on the Board decided they needed a

black member and chose Gaston to fill the position.5

By his

civic involvement, he helped prove that blacks were capable
and willing to assume the responsibilities and duties as well
as the privileges of first-class citizenship.
Qaston had a tremendous impact on the white community as
an example of what could be achieved by blacks.

He was not

only a shining example of the talent a black could possess,

^United States Bureau of the Census3 Census of Population:
1970, Volume 1, Characteristics of the PopulationPart "XT
Number of the Inhabitants, Section 1 - United States, Alabama Mississippi (Washington, D. C.:
U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1972), Table 20.
^Jackson, interview, August 10,
^Smyer, interview, August 8,
5

Ibid.

1972.

1972.
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but his highly successful businesses staffed by blacks proved
that blacks were capable and efficient workers.

If given the

training and the opportunity, they could fill a position as
well as white workers.^

The obvious success of Gaston'e

business rendered irrefutable proof of this fact.

This must

have affected the black image in the mind of white Fiirraingham.
How much it was affected would be difficult, if not impossible,
to accurately assess.
In reality, Gaston had reached a point by 1972 in which
everything he did and said influenced the entire community
and had reverberations in both black and white sections of the
city.

His work in education, the Boys' Club, bl-racial groups

ana religion helped everyone in Birmingham.

The community

as a whole profited by better trained personnel, a lowering of
the juvenile crime rate, and better racial understanding.

He

was even preparing to move into the white market and tap
resources generally reserved for white businesses.

He saw

that total integration of the black within white society,
although far from a reality, was eventually coming.

This

would put pressure on and curtail the growth of a business

^Gaston insisted on training.
He was by no means willing
to place a person who was not capable of performing a Job in
a position in any of his enterprises.
He did not want Jobs
given to black workers because they were black, but because
they were qualified.
He believes incompetence has no color,
and no place in a successful enterprise.
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that catered to one race or one segment of society.7

Ke

already felt the pressure in the loss of employees to white
businesses who found it necessary to hire blacks because of
federal guidelines.

Black businesses, to continue to grow,

must become competitive with the white consumer as well as
the black.

His initial move in this direction was an attempt

to place two white tellers in his bank.^
What whites thought of depended on the position, politics
and social strata of the individual speaker.

Respondents to

a questionnaire felt that Gaston was generally admired and
respected by the white community for his business acumen.
Roper Dial felt that whites "...have confidence in his leader¬
ship. "9

Black educator, C. F.

Campbell,

said:

...ne still commands the respect and confidence
of a large portion of the white community, who
are in positions that will make a difference
so far as Black progress is concerned.^-0
Campbell admitted that the question was a difficult one to
answer because of
...Dr. Gaston's standing in the black comraunlty,

7lt was impossible for the author to ascertain whether
Gaston also felt that he had tapped as much of the black
market as possible and needed a new source of consumers in
order to grow larger.
The black is after all only ten per¬
cent of the population, and this limits the siae of a
business catered to only by blacks.
^Gaston,

interview, January U, 1973.

^Dial, questionnaire, October 15, 1972.
P. Campbell, questionnaire to author, October 2,
1972.
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whites have a tendency to be highly compliraentary of him when they are speaking to
blacks.1-®*
Black insurance executive,

Ivery C. Brandon,

said whites

considered Oaston "...an outstanding and unusual Black
person.

"...for every white who praises Dr. Gaston,

there is still probably another who still thinks of him as
a

'Nigger'claimed David G. Orreli.-^

Orrell was pessi¬

mistic about racial progress in Birmingham and felt the work¬
ing class whites had not changed their basic assumptions
about blacksMelvin Bailey "...supposed of all the blacks
in the total community. Dr. Gaston is held in the highest
esteem by all the whites."15
Emory Jackson, a black newspaperman, felt whites had
not progressed enough to respect any black man, no matter
how big, but he thought Gaston did have the confidence of
whites who wished to use him to control the black community.16
Orrell said that whites in the upper brackets were more
tolerant toward blacks in general and seemed to hold Gaston
and other successful blacks in esteem.
little change even there.

Socially, he noted

Of all the parties given in the

exclusive white residential neighborhood called Mountainbrooke

1?
x

-^Ivery C. Brandon, questionnaire to author, July 31, 1972.

•^Orrell, interview, August 7, 1972.
ik
A

Orrell, interview, August 7, 1972.

^Bailey, questionnaire, July 21, 1972.
l^jackson, interview, August 10, 1972.
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in Birmingham, not one that he nad attended had been attended
by a black.^

Mattie Priersonj private secretary to Gaston,

was in a unique position to see the reaction of whites to
Gaston and his businesses.

She told the author of many tours

that were arranged by groups and for visitors.
of his businesses were very frequent.^-®

These tours

She said:

Now you know how whites and blacks are.
He's
a mystery to more white people.
Most of them
wonder ... how did we let him get away and do
all that right here in the South.^
She seemed to feel that most were awed by his success and
found it unbelievable. ^

Gaston himself told citizens of

Demopolis during a speech at a celebration honoring him that
"white folks must have been looking the other way when I
o\
left.If they had seen him they never would have allowed
him to succeed.^

as Mattie Frlerson said, Gaston made it

by "...keeping quiet and not attracting any attention."23
It is interesting to note that whites seemed to Judge
Gaston simply on the basis of his business successes.
looked deeper.

It is also apparent that whites Assumed

1

^Orrell> interview, August 7, 1972.

^Frierson, interview, August 8, 1972.
I9

Ibid.

20

Ibid.

21

GastonJ interview, January H, 1973.

22

Ibid.

2

3prier8on, interview, August 8, 1972.
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Gaston wielded great power in the black community.

His

activity in business, education, religion, civic, and youth
work made his name a familiar one in the white community.
His interest in politics made his power and money felt in
the political parties and in the offices of the elected
officials.

Gaston claimed that his endorsement of a candidate

carried "...considerable influence."

Of greater importance

to a political campaign than mere endorsement, however,
money and Gaston contributed generously.^5

is

The whites felt

that a man of Gaston13 wealth and influence must speak for the
entire black community, and it was assumed that Gaston could
deliver a large number of black votes.^6

Gaston, consequently

became a symbol of black leadership and authority.
turned to him to keep the blacks in line.

Whites

In the minds of

whites he assumed a much larger role in shaping and influenc¬
ing black opinion than he actually did.

Pew realized that the

black community was split by factions just as the white
community was and no one man could be called leader.2^

2lt

Gaston, interview, January 4, 1973-

^^one example of his generosity was his presence in
Lyndon Johnson's President's Club.
Any member in the club
had contributed at least $1,000.00 to Johnson's campaign
chest.
Any contribution was naturally tax exempt.
2

^Perhaps Gaston could sway some of his ^38 employees
to vote for the candidate of his choice.
It is doubtful,
however, that he could carry the black community for a
candidate simply because he endorsed him.
^The myth of black solidarity and brotherhood was con¬
clusively shattered in Griffin, John Howard, Black Like Me
(Boston:
Houghton Mlfflln, 1961).

IS2!
When Individuals, both black and white, were questioned
about Gaston, most considered his determination to succeed
and native ability the major reasons he had achieved such
spectacular success.

Other factors were his ability to choose

personnel, his self-discipline, his religious faith, his
integrity, and his determination to give quality service.
Gaaton's minister. Reverend C. E. Thomas, capsuled him in
this manner:
H« is known for his rigid honesty, and he
is always sensitive to needs of the community;
and he gives himself unselfishly in working for
the betterment of all mankind.28
Gaston claimed if there was a dispute between him and a
customer, he always gave the customer the benefit of a doubt
and accepted the loss.^ Cooper Green, president of the
Jefferson County Commission, felt Gaston
...is a contructlve Individual and not
destructive.
He is an optimist and not
pessimist.
He is industrious and not lazy
....
He is one of the few individuals who
transcends race.3°
Albert Boutwell also thought Gaston was "...bigger than one
race.n31

In describing him. Judge Hobart H. Grooms said in

part :

2®Thomas, questionnaire, February 6, 1973.
^Gaston, interview, January 1, 1973.
30W.

Cooper Green, questionnaire to author, July 28, 1972.

3larooms, interview, August 7> 1972.
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[He is] ... a law and order person....
He tries to keep his cool when things
about hira are popping.... [He knows!
violence never furthers any cause.32
Melvin Bailey Judged him to tie a man who has:
...recogniaed his responsibilities to his
own rase and has successfully steered a
business course that has related to both
the black and white community, with an
open mind that there are individual
opportunities as well as community oppor¬
tunities for black people if they would
shed the prejudice and the long-time hurt
of what to them has been considered
oppression and perhaps at times recrimination.33
0. Rosa Bell claimed Qaston has "...a reverence for the
power of money. "S1*

Emory Jackson felt that Gaston was of

such complexity that "no one person is in a position to size
him up.

Jackson felt that business was uppermost with

Gaston at all times and quoted him as saying "...the only
reason I advertise with the Birmingham World [Jackson's news¬
paper] is that I get results not friendship."36
an editorial appeared in Jackson's paper.

It read in part:

He seems ... not interested in any such
recognition [an achievement banquet given
in honor of his founding of the bank] to be
given him.
He seems to prefer to stay in
the background and let his work shine out
through expanded business, new Jobs and
improved services for the community.
For

32Boutwell1 interview, August 8, 1972.
^Bailey, questionnaire, July 21, 1972.
S^Bell, interview, August 7, 1972.
35jack8on, interview, August 10, 1972.
36Ibld.

jn 1956,
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behind all his efforts there seemed to have
been a desire to help the group with which
he ia identified and to help enrichen the
city, state and region in which he lives.37
Mattie Frierson considered Gaston a great boss because 'he
expects you to produce, but he gives you a free hand."38

in

assessing Gaston, Arthur Shores said:
If an individual crossed him, he cut them
off.
He has demanded, you might say, per¬
fection.
He doesn't put up with second
class service of any kind....
He does not
ask any more of others than he is willing
to give - the best....
He is equally at
home with kings and the coimnon man....
His exhibition of humility and his concern
for his fellow man characterize him to me.39
When all things were considered, there was a very favorable
image projected by the respondents.
The picture of Gaston that emerged from the statements
of friends,

family and associates was not unique,

he emerged

simply as a shrewd and aggressive businessman who by dent of
hard work and perseverance achieved success.

To succeed, he

used every means available to him - people, groups, religion,
and psychology as well as his own drive and talent.
businessmen must and do use these same methods.

All

One Individual

claimed Gaston was Indeed an ''oreo" - black on the outside,
but white on the Inside - because he used the same methods and

3781rmingham World. December 19, 1956.
3^Prierson, interview, August 8, 1972.
39shores, interview, August 8, 1972.
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had the earae ideas as white buainessmen.1,0

In fact,

little

sets Gaston apart from others who have made a fortune
against great odds.

The only factors that do distinguish

him from the usual rags-to-riches story were that he was
black and that he created his eiapire within a Southern Hegrc
community.
this, his

Because he was one of so few blacks to achieve
importance has been magnified.

Gaston's importance does not lie in the fact that he
acounmlated a fortune but in his use as a symbol.

To blacks

and liberal whites, he became a symbol of what talented blacks
could achieve.
think,

If shackled Gaston had accomplished so much,

they said, of what he could have achieved if he had

been as free as white businessmen.
talent caused by segregation.

They bemoaned the loss of

To segregationists, Gaston

was proof that blacks could and did achieve within a segre¬
gated system.
fore,

If a black had talent, he would succeed.

There¬

segregation did not retard blacks who were capable.

To

militant blacks, Gaston became a symbol of the "Uncle Tom" who
bowed to the whites and refused to rock the profitable boat
he had built for himself within the system of segregation.

To

everyone, Gaston became a symbol of reason, restraint and per¬
severance.

Many commented on his coolness in periods that

were emotionally charged such as the riot period in 1963.
Because he refused to allow his emotions to rule him, he was

^The source of this quote wishes to remain anonymous.

able to use hiicself, his people,
goals.

and whites to achieve his
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APPENDIX B
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

A. G. GASTON SERVES ON THE GOVERNING BOARDS OP:
Boys' Clubs of America
Operation New Birmingham
Jefferson County Mental Health Association
A. G. Gaston Boys' Club
National Business League
Jefferson County United Appeal
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of
Higher Education
State Safety Coordinating Commission
Rehabilitation Research Foundation
Jefferson County Planning and Zoning Board
Red Mountain Museum Board
Jefferson County Drug Abuse Coordinating Commission
Birmingham Centennial Corporation (defunct)
Birmingham Human Relations Council
Alabama Health Study Commission
Tuskegee Institute
Daniel Payne College
Gorgas Scholarship Foundation
Eighteenth Street Branch YMCA
Community Affairs Committse
Downtown Action Committee
Birmingham Area Chamber of Commerce
Alabama Zoological Society*
A. G. GASTON IS AFFILIATED WITH:
Board of Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(South East)**
National and Birmingham Urban League
American Legion
Knights of Pythias
Masons
Frontiers of America
National Insurance Association

*Frierson,

"Biographical Sketch," January,

••Newsom., Letterj February 5, 1973in

1973-
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American Hotel and Motel Association
National Funeral Directors Association
National Association of Real Estate Boards
Alabama Advisory Committee to Civil Rights Commission
National (Negro) Business League
Birmingham-Jefferson County Business League
Birmingham (Negro) Business League***
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People®*®*
Southern Accrediting Association*****

***Preceeding organizations extracted from
Birmingham World, 19^6-1972.
****Jackson, interview, August 10,

1972.

*****Gaston,

1973•

interview, January

APPENDIX C
AWARDS AND HONORS RECEIVED BY A. G. QASTON

Public Interest Award from Khedive Temple Plaque
Achievement Award fron National Association of Colored
Women's Clubs
Appreciation Award from Mountain Brook Lions Club
Ruaswurm Award from National Newspaper Publishers Association
Liberty Bell Awards from Birmingham Bar Association and
Samfora Univeraity
Certificate of Merit from Alabama Chapter of National Multiple
Sclerosis Society
Citation for Outstanding Service and Meritorious Service from
Clubs
Native Son Award from City of Demopolis, Alabama
Key to City of Montevallo, Alabama
Service to youth Award from Imperial Club Debutantes
Appreciation Award from Alabama Department of Public Health,
Division of Mental Health
Outstanding Service Award from Zeta Phi Lambda Sorority
President's Club Citation from President Lyndon B. Johnson
Appreciation Award from President Harry Truman
Distinguiahed Service Award from U. S. Treasury Department
Appreciation Awards (2) from the Mayor's Council on Youth
Opportunity (Mayor George Seibels, Jr.)
Appreciation Award from National Youth Opportunity Campaign
from President Lyndon B. Johnson
Certificate of Merit from Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Achievement Award from Zeta Phi Lamda Sorority
Urban League Pioneer and Service Awards from Birmingham
Urban League
Carver Achievement Award from the City of Philadelphia, Pa.
Certificate of Merit from the Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History
Appreciation Award from Miles College
Alabama Eminent Leader Award from the Small Business Administration
Awards for Service and Recognition from H. 0. A, C.
Citizenship Recognition Award from Mayor George Seibels, Jr.
High Producer Award from Y.M.C.A.
Awards for Service and Leadership, and Appreciation Award from
employees of Booker T. Washington Insurance Company
Outstanding Achievement Award from Alabama Newspaper Association
Awards (*0 from Y.M.C.A. for Outstanding Service Achievement,
Appreciation and Century Club Award
Appreciation Award from Order of Calanthe of Detroit, Michigan
Leadership and Contribution Award from Rev. W. H. Perry and
Rev. W. D. Hargrove
113

iHi]
Qold Star Citizen Award from Ebony Crusaders, Inc.
Recognition and Appreciation Award from Christian Education
Department of the A.M.E. Zion Church
Award and Honors for Stewardship and Outstanding Achievements
from the African Methodist Episcopal Church
Award for Christian Stewardship from St. Paul A.M.E. Church
Award for Christian Service from Brownsville Methodist Church
Certificate of Merit from the Holy Royal Arch Masons, Grand
Chapter
Award for Outstanding Service from Carver Y.M.C.A., Selma,
Alabama
Man of the Year Award from Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
Distinguished Service Award from American Legion, Department
of Alabama
Achievement Award and Award for Recognition of Service from
the Periclean Club
Appreciation Award from Green County Board of Education
Distinguished Service Award from Birmingham Baptist College
School of Religion
Certificate of Merit from United Negro College Fund
Certificate of Merit from Jefferson County Progressive
Democratic Council
Certificate of Recognition from Pairfield Industrial High
School
Certificate of Appreciation from Tuskegee Institute
Pioneer Success Award from Jefferson State Junior College
Achievement Award from Rust College
Appreciation Award for Leadership and Service from President
Richard M. Nixon
Award for Outstanding Achievements from New Pilgrim Baptist
Church
Outstanding Service Award from Hopewell A.M.E. Church
Recognition for Contributions from Beta Psi Accounting Honor
Society
Membership Award from Omicron Delta Kappa Society
Appreciation Award from Youthpower, Inc.
Award of Merit from Pi Lambda Sigma Honor Society
Recognition of Service Award from Alabama Seequicentennial
Celebration
Appreciation Award from Small Business Association
Appreciation Award from The United States Commission on Civil
Rights
Distinguished Leadership Award from Iota Phi Lambda Sorority
Paramount Chief Award from the Republic of Liberia
Past Supreme Vice Chancellor of the Knights of Pythias
Charter Member of Alabama Academy of Honor
Dean's Award from University of Alabama School of Law

1^45
Outstandint Achievement Award from U, S. Chamber of Commerce*
Citation from Atlanta University on Convocation Day, October 16
1970
National Medical Association Award for work with youth
Allen University Alumni Association Appreciation Plaque**
One of America's 100 Most Influential Blacks chosen by editors
of Ebony, 1972***

*FrIerson,

"Biographical Sketch," January, 1973

*#A. 3. Gaaton Trophy Room, Citizens' Federal Savings
and Loan Association Building, Birmingham, Alabama.
•••"The 100 Most Influential Black Americana:
Ebony
editors select '72 roster of men and women whose positions
affect a sizable number of blacks."
Ebony, XXVII, No. 7
(May, 1972), 77-80 and following pages.

APPENDIX D
EDUCATION AMD HONORARY DEGREES RECEIVED BY A.

G. GASTON

Graduate of.
Tuggle Institute, Birmingham, Alabama

Honorary Doctorates from:
Tuskegee Institute^ Tuekegee, Alabama
Daniel Payne College, Birmingham, Alabama
Paul Quinn College, Waco, Texas
Alien University, Columbiaj South Carolina
Monrovia College and Industrial Institute,
Monrovia, Liberia
Edwards Waters College, Jacksonville, Florida
Birmingham Baptist College, Birmingham, Alabama*

*Frierson,

"Biographical Sketch," January, 1973.
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